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Details

Project Name Liveable Cassowary Coast Community Markets Project

Client Cassowary Coast Regional Council

Postal Address PO Box 887, Innisfail, QLD 4860

Street Address 70 Rankin Street, Innisfail, QLD 4860

Contact Kathy Barnett and Jacqui Szafran

Phone 07 4030 2255

ABN 20 889 787 211

Methodology
This report was completed by Conus Business Consultancy Services for the Cassowary Coast Regional
Council. The project was partially funded by the Queensland Government.

The project began with an extensive review of published literature and studies on community
markets. An audit of all existing community markets in the Cassowary Coast was undertaken. The
demographics of the Cassowary Coast were analysed with regard to their impact on community
markets. Extensive consultations were undertaken with market stakeholders; these included
stallholders, market organisers, local business owners, market goers and Council officers. A series of
public meetings were also arranged in the four main population centres of Innisfail, Mission Beach,
Tully and Cardwell.

The intention of the project was to help Council develop and implement a consistent management
policy for community markets throughout the Cassowary Coast; to assist Council with attracting
future funds to assist in the development and promotion of community markets throughout the
Cassowary Coast; and to ensure that community markets become vibrant and diverse events that
act as showcases for the skills, products and services of the Cassowary Coast.

Disclaimer: This report is supplied in good faith and reflects the knowledge, expertise and experience of the consultants
involved. In conducting the analysis in the report, Conus Business Consultancy Services has endeavoured to use the best
information available at the date of publication, including information supplied by the client. Unless stated otherwise,
Conus Business Consultancy Services does not warrant the accuracy of any forecast or prediction in the report. Although
Conus Business Consultancy Services exercises reasonable care when making forecasts and predictions, factors such as
future market behaviour are uncertain and cannot be forecast or predicted reliably.
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Executive Summary
The Liveable Cassowary Coast Community Market Project was born out of the findings and action
plan of the Liveable Cassowary Coast Whole of Community Plan 2020 and the subsequent Cassowary
Coast Community Plan 2011-2021.

The objectives of the project were:-

 Create collaborative communication networks between existing and emerging markets to
maximise the social, economic and cultural benefits to the community.

 Identify potential partners, networks and marketing pathways to optimise public space and
generate community spirit of host communities and the wider region.

The project aims were to audit all of the regular community markets within the Cassowary Coast and
to assist the Cassowary Coast Regional Council (CCRC) to formulate a consistent policy on
community markets. Additionally, the report would make recommendations as to ways in which the
CCRC could assist with the promotion and successful management of the markets and be used as a
resource when applying for potential future funds to meet project objectives.

The project considered all regular markets in the Region whether or not they were held on CCRC
controlled land. Most, although not all, markets are currently managed by various community
groups as fund raising exercises.

The specific markets considered were:-

Market Frequency Council
land?

Community
Group?

Organiser

Garradunga Monthly No No Garradunga Pub
Innisfail Monthly Yes Yes Innisfail Lioness Club
Feast of the Senses Annual Yes Yes Feast of the Senses
Mourilyan Monthly No No Canegrowers
Kurrimine Beach Monthly Yes Yes Kurrimine Beach Red Cross
Mission Beach-Beach Twice monthly Yes No Ken Campbell
Mission Beach-Monster Monthly Yes Yes Mission Beach Rotary
Tully Twice monthly Yes Yes Tully Gym & Tramp Club
Cardwell Monthly Yes Yes Cardwell Local Ambulance Club (LAC)

Therefore a typical month of markets in the Region would be:-

Weekend Saturday Sunday
1st Cardwell Mission Beach - Beach
2nd Tully Kurrimine Beach

Mourilyan
3rd Innisfail Garradunga

Mission Beach - Beach
4th Tully Mission Beach - Monster*
*actually last Sunday of the month

A review of current academic and industry papers on the subject was made (Section 2). This
highlighted that there exist three main drivers for successful community markets:-
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 Support from the local community.
 Support from local government.
 Dedicated and enthusiastic market organisers.

A review of relevant regional demographics was made (Section 3) which demonstrated that in the
crucial female demographic aged between 30 and 50, the Cassowary Coast has a slightly lower
percentage of population than the national average.

This fact, combined with the economic position of the Cassowary Coast, which is below that of many
other regions in the area, means that the economic success of community markets in the Region is
likely to continue to pose a challenge.

During the audit of the Region’s markets a number of processes were followed to gain an
understanding of each individual market and its particular challenges and make-up.

 Market organisers were contacted by phone and/or email and requested to complete an
online survey which addressed issues surrounding how their market operated, challenges
they faced, relations with Council, fees charged etc.

 This initial contact was followed up, in most cases, with a face-to-face meeting where issues
were clarified and discussed.

 A market visit was arranged. At the visit a randomised selection of stallholders and market
goers were approached and asked to complete a survey questionnaire. The surveys focussed
on stallholders’ and market goers’ attitudes towards the specific market as well as their
tendency to attend other Cassowary Coast markets. It asked questions about buying
patterns, items sold, origin of produce and value-for-money. The full results for each market
are outlined in Section 4.

The conclusions derived from the surveys were:-

 The Mission Beach-Monster market was both the most attended market (by stallholders)
with almost 60% of stallholders attending at some point, and also the most popular. Over
30% of stallholders nominated the Mission Beach-Monster market as their favourite
Cassowary Coast market due to the large crowds it attracts and the efficiency with which it is
organised.

 The Mission Beach-Beach market was the second most attended and second most popular
market due to its “friendly local atmosphere” and the high level of support it receives from
local residents.

 Over 65% of market goers identified as being local to the specific market with another 26%
being visitors to the area. It is clear that only a small percentage of local market goers travel
to markets other than their own.

 Almost 80% of market goers intended to purchase fresh produce during their visit.
Additionally, over 85% expressed an interest particularly in locally produced goods.

 53% of market goers stated that they would be going to other businesses in the location on
that day. Of these, over 27% said that they would not have done so had the market not been
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taking place. This equates to almost 15% of all market goers being “extra” business at other
local shops, cafes restaurants etc. that might not have otherwise been present.

 The Mission Beach-Monster market was the favourite Cassowary Coast market for market
goers due to the high number and variety of stalls available.

Over the course of the project a series of Public Forums were held in Innisfail, Mission Beach,
Cardwell and Tully. These were promoted via social media, local contact networks and local media
and in most cases were well attended. Attendees were stallholders, market organisers, local
business owners and interested members of the local communities. Unfortunately, despite good
attendances at the other forums, there were no attendees at the Tully Public Forum.

Most of these forums naturally focused on their own particular market although there was also
discussion of some more far reaching issues. A series of meetings were also held with various local
business groups.  Full details of these meetings, the Public Forums and their outcomes can be found
in Section 5.

Existing Council policy and relevant legislation were considered (Section 6).

A review was made of the current situation with regard to available internet based information on
each market individually and the Cassowary Coast markets as a group (Section 7), which highlighted
some significant deficiencies.

Results of the research, audit, market visits, surveys, meetings with business groups and Council
officers, Public Forums, and reviews were combined to deliver a series of recommendations (Section
8).

There were a total of 12 recommendations made (full details in Section 8.2) which can be
summarised as:

1. Review of Council’s fee structure.
2. Review of current internet based information.
3. Creation of an information booklet for organisers and stallholders.
4. Review of current situation with regard to market organisers.
5. Exploration of funding opportunities.
6. Consider relocation of Cardwell market.
7. Consider opportunity offered by Taste Paradise branding.
8. Promote communication between markets.
9. Assist market organisers with public liability insurance and regulatory requirements.
10. Liaise with Innisfail Lioness Club.
11. Liaise with the organiser of the Mission Beach-Beach market.
12. Council Asset Management Plans.
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1 Background to the Project
There are a number of local community markets that are regularly held throughout the Cassowary
Coast Region. However, since the local council amalgamation of 2008 when the old Shires of
Cardwell and Johnstone were merged to form the new Cassowary Coast Regional Council (CCRC),
there has not been a consistent policy towards the management or promotion of community
markets throughout the new Region. This project aims to develop a coordinated and consistent
approach from CCRC towards the Region’s community markets.

1.1 Funding
Funding for this project was secured by the Cassowary Coast Regional Council from the Queensland
Government’s Building Rural Communities Fund (Blueprint for the Bush). Having secured funding
CCRC engaged Conus Business Consultancy Services, in March 2012, to complete an audit of all
community markets in the Region and to develop a series of recommendations to assist CCRC meet
their project aims.

1.2 Linkages to Other Plans
Council already has a number of plans and strategies in place that relate in some way to community
markets in the Region. Below we consider a number of these plans and strategies and highlight what
they have to say that is relevant when considering community markets.

1.2.1 Cassowary Coast Regional Council Economic Development Plan
Produced in August 2011 this plan identifies five “pillars” for the sustainable growth of the
Cassowary Coast.

Within the Marketing pillar, the Plan makes specific note of the need to promote the Region’s
landmark events (e.g. Feast of the Senses) some of which have community markets as integral
components.

1.2.2 Cassowary Coast Regional Council Corporate Plan 2009 - 2019
The CCRC Corporate Plan was adopted by Council in April 2009. It identifies the Council’s vision; “We
will retain our unique tropical lifestyle whilst valuing our exceptional natural environment and create
a balanced, sustainable economy.”

The Plan identifies support for the community as a priority outcome and within that context
specifically commits to “Provide community services and facilities”, “Build on our sense of community
and pride”, and “Support community events”. Although community markets are not explicitly
identified in any of these outcomes it is clear that the thrust of the Plan commits Council to
supporting and promoting community markets in the Region.

1.2.3 Cassowary Coast Community Plan 2011 - 2021
The Cassowary Coast Regional Plan, Our Community Vision 2011-2021 built on the work done by the
Liveable Cassowary Coast 2020 Plan and developed a series of visions for the community.

The Plan identifies a number of Strategic Focus Areas, one of which is the unique natural
environment. Within that context a goal is identified of supporting the sale of “locally grown produce
through growers markets”.
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Another Strategic Focus Area identified is the liveable built environment and within that it is
intended that the “region’s parks, sport fields and open spaces are well designed, located and
maintained and provide for…healthy interaction between residents.” This interaction is a clear
outcome and benefit of community markets.

1.2.4 Far North Queensland Regional Plan 2009 - 2031
The Plan makes mention of community markets in two instances. The first relates to the concept of
Regional Activity Centres and lists “major trip generators such as food markets” as one of the main
centre activities to which the Regional Activity Centre land use policies apply.

The Plan also mentions markets when discussing land use policies for primary industries. It specifies
“areas for permanent or periodic food markets that increase access to fresh produce and support
regional and local primary producers and food industries are planned, supported and maintained”.

1.3 Objectives and Benefits of the Project
As specified in the successful funding application to the Building Rural Communities Fund, the
project objectives are to:-

 Create collaborative communication networks between existing and emerging markets to
maximise the social, economic and cultural benefits to the community.

 Identify potential partners, networks and marketing pathways to optimise public space and
generate community spirit of host communities and the wider Region.

The Project benefits were outlined as:-

 Identify local employment opportunities through showcasing skills and product.
 Enhance collaborative use of local places and spaces.
 Create an environment to develop the indigenous and creative arts industries.
 The opportunity to develop a significant marketing tool to represent the Region locally and

nationally.
 Create a well-integrated community with strong social networks building on confidence,

resilience and cohesion.
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2 Community Markets
In recent years community markets have been recognised as a valuable local asset with a range of
positive outcomes for areas.

One of the most common, and often discussed, types of community market is the growers’, or
farmers’ market. Although the concept of local farmers selling their produce at local markets has
historically been common, the more recent “new generation” breed of farmers’ markets began in
earnest in the mid-1980s in the US and UK. The first recognised farmers’ market in Australia was
established in Sydney and by the mid-2000’s there were an estimated 70 farmers’ markets in
Australia1.

The Australian Farmers Market Association (AFMA) defines a farmers’ market as “a predominantly
fresh food market that operates regularly within a community, at a focal public location that
provides a suitable environment for farmers and food producers to sell farm-origin and associated
value-added processed food products directly to customers.” The AFMA’s website2 provides
information relating to farmers’ markets in Australia. It also lists AFMA recognised markets
throughout the country, although there are none listed in North Queensland.

These markets act as a showcase for local produce and help to educate consumers on the availability
of local produce. They can also provide a valuable opportunity for local producers to change their
marketing strategy and engage with a passionate and interested consumer base. Farmers’ markets
can also be a low cost entry point into the market for small niche producers. The authors of the
“New Generation” Farmers’ Markets in Rural Communities report3 state they “believe that farmers’
markets can make a valuable contribution to the social cohesion and economic development in the
communities in which they operate provided they are well conducted and constantly seek to embrace
customer and vendor issues.”

These benefits are widely recognised not only as an asset to the
economic development of the community but the markets can also
become tourism destinations in their own right. As Tourism
Queensland states on its website4:-

“The popularity of farmers’ markets is increasingly becoming a key
driver of economic development in regional areas. Activities such as

visits to farms and farmers’ markets, fruit picking and agricultural farm accommodation may provide
important supplemental activities to struggling rural areas. Some of the benefits of Farmers’ Markets
seen include:

 Showcases local produce and local products
 Encourage visitors from other areas

1 “New Generation” Farmers’ Markets in Rural Communities. M. Coster & N. Kennon. Rural Industries Research
and Development Corp. Aug 2005
2 www.farmersmarkets.org.au
3 See footnote 1
4 www.tq.com.au
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 Showcase the local and regional areas
 Allows for community events to be incorporated
 Provides distribution opportunities for small businesses
 Valuable contribution to the economic development of the area as money is spent locally”

This tourism value was considered further within the Cairns-Townsville Experience Development
Strategy in 20115. This report considered the experiences available for visitors to the various regions
between Townsville and Cairns. Whilst not specifically addressing community markets, one of the
classifications of experience considered related to food and wine. Vibrant local markets selling
quality, seasonal, local produce would clearly fit into such an experience category.

The Cairns-Townsville Experience Development Strategy report found that whilst the provision of
food and wine experiences were “weak” in both the ”Innisfail & Mission Beach” and “Tully &
Hinchinbrook” locations (which broadly cover the Cassowary Coast Region), there was an identified
potential in the Innisfail & Mission Beach area for food and wine experiences.

A national survey carried out in 20056 found that one of the
prime drivers for the success of a farmers’ market was the
level of backing that the organisers received from their local
council. The survey found that local government input and
support for farmers’ markets was highly variable around the
country with some councils being highly supportive whilst
others have been suspicious of the setting up of markets
fearing criticism from existing businesses.

Of course, farmers’ markets are only one distinct type of community market. Most markets are more
general in their scope and, whilst often including a high proportion of food produce, have a product
range that usually extends to arts & crafts, clothing and household items. All of the Cassowary Coast
community markets fall within this more general definition.

Given the highly variable nature of these markets it is no surprise that little (or none) authoritative
research has been conducted into them. However, it is fair to assume that at least some of the
economic and social benefits which derive from farmers’ markets would also accrue to more general
community markets. It would also seem likely that the success factors outlined for farmers’ markets
would be common to most community markets. In general these are:-

 Dedicated and enthusiastic organisers.
 Support from local councils.
 Support from the local community.

5 Cairns-Townsville Experiences Audit Report, AEC Group Sept 2011
6 “New Generation” Farmers’ Markets in Rural Communities. M. Coster & N. Kennon. Rural Industries Research
and Development Corp. Aug 2005
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and in particular:-

 Address needs of local area.
 Support for local industry and providers.
 Regular communication between vendors and market manager.
 Active promotion of the market.
 Fair and consistent rules in the running of the market.
 Monitoring of customer and vendor feedback.

When considering a number of markets within a specific region as we are doing in this report, we
should add another success factor:-

 Markets need to be coordinated where possible to avoid cannibalising each other’s
customers on any given day.

Consideration might also be given to the differentiation of individual markets within the Region to
establish their own distinct “brands”.
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3 Regional Demographics

3.1 Changes in Population
One of the most significant changes in population in the past few years has been a significant ageing.
The trend has been evidenced in Australia, Queensland and, to an even greater extent, the
Cassowary Coast Region. Table 3.1a below details the changes in the percentage of the population
over 65 years of age.

Table 3.1a7

% over 65
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Australia 12.9 13.2 13.1 13.2 13.3 13.5 14.0
Queensland 12.0 12.0 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.7 13.2
Cassowary
Coast

13.9 14.2 14.6 14.8 15.1 15.5 16.5

What becomes clear from the table above and the chart below is that the Cassowary Coast Region
has a significantly higher percentage of over 65’s than Australia or Queensland and also that this gap
has been increasing over time.

At the same time as the percentage of over 65 year olds has been increasing, there has been a
gradual drift lower in the percentage of those under the age of 24. In Australia and Queensland the
change has been only moderate with the percentage of under 24’s falling from 33.4% and 34.5%
respectively at the 2006 Census to 32.6% and 33.8% at the 2011 Census. However, the trend has
been more dramatic in the Cassowary Coast Region with the figures falling from 32.6% to 30.7% over
the same period.

Research conducted elsewhere8 has found that the majority of people attending farmers’ markets
were females between the ages of 30 and 50. When we consider the demographic make-up of the

7 ABS National Regional Profiles 2010, Nov 2011 and ABS Census 2006 and 2011
8 “New Generation” Farmers’ Markets in Rural Communities. M. Coster & N. Kennon. Rural Industries Research
and Development Corp. Aug 2005
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Cassowary Coast we see that females between 30 and 50 years of age account for 13.6% of the
population against an average for the nation as a whole of 14.2%9.

3.2 Economy and Employment
The primary economic drivers in the Cassowary Coast Region are tourism and agriculture. Tourism in
the Region, in common with most of Tropical North Queensland, has suffered in recent years due in
part to the high value of the Australian dollar. Primary production of sugarcane and bananas has also
been severely damaged in recent years due to two significant cyclone events in 2006 and 2011 and
some poor seasons of weather.

Dwelling approvals have fallen since 2007 and are currently tracking at below average levels for the
Region. Dwelling approvals are often used as indicators of economic health and also reflect
confidence in investment and employment.

The Cassowary Coast has a higher than average unemployment rate, a lower than average
household income and a higher number of non-taxable individuals, as reflected in the figures below:

Table 3.2a
2006 Economic Indicators Cassowary Coast Queensland Australia

Median household income (weekly)10 $ 931 1,235 1,234
Non-taxable individuals % 22.9 18.8 18.3
Estimated unemployment rate % 7.3 4.7 5.2

In addition to these basic economic indicators it is possible to consider two of the ABS SEIFA
Indexes11. These indices are designed to measure various socio-economic factors and created by the
ABS from Census data. The SEIFA Index of Relative Socio-Economic Advantage/Disadvantage “is a
continuum of advantage (high values) to disadvantage (low values), and is derived from Census
variables related to both advantage and disadvantage”. While the SEIFA Index of Economic
Resources “focuses on financial aspects of advantage and disadvantage, using Census variables
relating to residents' incomes, housing expenditure and assets”.

The indices are created such that a median score across the nation is 1000.

The table below shows the indices for the Cassowary Coast area (represented by the old Johnstone
and Cardwell Shire), the component local areas of the Cassowary Coast as well as other regional
local government areas (some of which have subsequently been merged since the 2006 Census). The
most disadvantaged areas in the Cassowary Coast Region are El Arish and Cardwell while the most
advantaged (by some margin) is Mission Beach. In terms of economic resources Innisfail and El Arish
fair worst with Mission Beach again topping the list for the Cassowary Coast Region. As is clear, the
merged Cassowary Coast Region has indices significantly lower than the national median and also
well below some other local government areas, most notable Cairns.

9 Census 2011
10 Census 2011
11 ABS Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas, 2006. Indexes for the 2011 Census are not available until March
2013.
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Table 3.2b
SEIFA Index of
Advantage/Disadvantage

Index SEIFA Index of Economic
Resources

Index

Post Code 4855 (El Arish) 898 Post Code 4860 (Innisfail) 947
Post Code 4849 (Cardwell) 910 Post Code 4855 (El Arish) 951
Hinchinbrook LGA 910 Mareeba LGA 956
Post Code 4860 (Innisfail) 917 Post Code 4849 (Cardwell) 957
Post Code 4854 (Tully) 919 Johnstone Shire LGA 961
Johnstone Shire LGA 920 Hinchinbrook LGA 961
Cardwell Shire LGA 924 Atherton LGA 971
Mareeba LGA 924 Cardwell Shire LGA 972
Atherton LGA 947 Post Code 4854 (Tully) 974
Post Code 4852 (Mission Beach) 971 Post Code 4852 (Mission Beach) 986
Cairns LGA 1001 Cairns LGA 996

3.3 Demographic Summary and Implications
The Cassowary Coast has a population that is significantly more heavily weighted to the over 65 year
old age group than national or state averages. This over-representation is increasing at a faster rate
in the Cassowary Coast than either nationally or state-wide.

Additionally, in the crucial female demographic aged between 30 and 50, the Cassowary Coast has a
slightly lower percentage of population than the national average.

The economic position of the Cassowary Coast is below that of many other regions in the area.
Average income is lower, unemployment is higher and socio-economic disadvantage is greater.

All these factors combine to mean that the economic success of community markets in the Region is
likely to continue to pose a challenge.

However, the significant amount of agricultural production in the Region should work in favour of
markets being able to easily source local, fresh produce.
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4 Community Market Audit
Part of the project process was to conduct an audit of all community markets within the Cassowary
Coast. Organisers of all the markets were contacted and questioned about their markets. In addition
each market was visited and a series of questionnaires were used with both market stallholders and
market goers. Face-to-face questionnaires were conducted with at least 10 market goers and with a
minimum of 10 stallholders at each market12.

Approximate counts of the number of market goers were taken at 9am at each market for
comparison although these numbers only present a snap shot count and are not indicative of the
total number who may have attended the market.

The organisers of the annual Feast of the Senses market day in Innisfail were also approached and
details of that annual market are included.

The results of the audit, together with information relevant to each market, are presented below.

4.1 Cardwell Market
Since Cyclone Yasi devastated the foreshore at Cardwell in February 2011 this monthly market (from
Easter to Christmas) has been forced to move from its previous position near the Cardwell jetty to
the sports ground at Gregory Street. The Lions building at the sports ground provides an area
undercover as well as a kitchen where the Lions provide tea and coffee as well as cooked breakfasts.
A toilet block and ample parking are on site.

Our visit was on Saturday 7th July 2012 which followed
the cancellation, due to rain, of the June market. The
weather was also wet on the day of our visit although
the market went ahead regardless.

Organisers informed us that at its peak, when located on
the foreshore, the market could see as many as 50 stalls
and attracted a large number of passing visitors as it was

so visible from the Bruce Highway through town. Since the move to the sports ground, which is a
few blocks back from the highway, stall numbers have fallen as has the number of market goers. On
the day of our visit there were 27 stalls.

At 9am there were approximately 50 market goers onsite.

Table 4.1
Cardwell Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 1
Other fresh produce 1
Prepared food 3
Plants 2
Clothing etc. 2
Arts & crafts 6
Household items 0

12 Where possible. See individual market sections for full details.
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Table 4.1
Cardwell Stall types Number
Second hand goods 5
Books 2
Other 7
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.1.1 Market Details
Contact Cardwell Local Ambulance Committee

Molly Dunn 07 4066 8048

mollyarchiedunn@gmail.com

Market Day/s 1st Saturday of month from Easter to December

Times Open to public 7am to 12pm

Location Gregory St. Sports Ground, Cardwell (Council land)

Approximate number of stalls 25

Stall fees $7

4.1.2 Organisers’ Comments
Since Cyclone Yasi destroyed much of the Cardwell foreshore in February 2011 the Cardwell market
has had to relocate from the foreshore to the sports ground on Gregory Street.

The market attracts a mix of stalls selling fresh produce, plants, arts & craft, books etc.

Organisers estimate the average attendance at the markets at 100 people.

The Cardwell market is promoted with the use of road side signs, local media announcements and
posters in the local area.

Relations with Council
Although the markets are held on Council land the organisers do not pay any fees to Council and
they claim to receive no services from Council.

Organisers identified no issues with their dealings with Council and no need for any improvements in
the relationship.

Improvements
The single greatest issue facing the Cardwell market is the new location. The organisers feel that a
move back to their previous foreshore site (or an alternative foreshore site) is vital for the continued
success of the market. These sentiments were echoed by many stallholders (see Section 4.1.3 below)
although there was also acknowledgement that the current site had some advantages.

These advantages included ample parking, safety (plenty of space for children to play without the
concerns of being close to the highway), potential for indoor space, easy access to power/water etc.
and potential for future expansion.
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In their present Gregory Street site, which is four blocks back from the main Bruce Highway, the
organisers comment that they are having difficulty attracting passing traffic and tourists. When on
the foreshore visitors could easily see the market and would stop on their way through town. This is
now much less likely to happen.

Organisers feel that the variety of stalls presently at the market is meeting most market goers’ needs
although there has been a decline in stall numbers since the move away from the foreshore. At
present there is only one fresh fruit and vegetable stall which regularly attends the Cardwell market.

Future Plans
All future plans focus on getting the markets relocated to the Cardwell foreshore as quickly as
possible although there was acceptance that this was unlikely to occur in the near future and that
efforts should therefore be made to ensure that the present site was made to work as well as
possible.

At the time of our visit there was ongoing discussion between the organisers and the Lions club as to
potential use of the indoor area of the club house for market stalls (particularly during wet weather).
We understand that a meeting to further discuss this possibility was to be arranged in the weeks
following our visit.

4.1.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire

Location of stallholders
80% of stallholders were from the immediate Cardwell area with the remainder coming from further
south (i.e. Hinchinbrook Shire).

Market attendance
70% of those questioned claimed to attend every Cardwell market with the rest equally split
between “most”, “occasional” or “first time” visits.

20% of stallholders also operated from some fixed premises
as well as market stalls.

Market access
No one identified any issues with access for vehicles or ease
of setting up stalls. Indeed comment was made on a few
occasions that this was one aspect of the current market
location which was an improvement on the previous site on
the foreshore.

Local goods or produce
40% of stalls were selling goods produced exclusively in the Cassowary Coast while another 20%
claimed at least some product was from the Region.

Surprisingly there was only one stall selling fresh fruit & vegetables. This was an issue identified by
market goers (see Section 4.1.4 below).
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Customers
70% of stallholders identified locals as their primary market with only one respondent identifying
tourists as their main purchasers (the balance noted an equal split between locals and tourists). It
would appear from discussion that this position has been significantly impacted by the move to the
current location with many stallholders making note of the lack of tourist traffic at the new venue.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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What the chart above makes clear is that stallholders at the Cardwell market are only limited
attendees at other Cassowary Coast markets. A few stallholders made mention of other markets that
they attended south of Cardwell (e.g. Townsville and Ingham).

Given the fact that so few stallholders at Cardwell attend other Cassowary Coast markets it is no
surprise that the Cardwell market was nominated as the favourite Cassowary Coast market by 80%
of stallholders. The remaining 20% nominated the Mission Beach-Monster market as their favourite.
The most common answer given for naming Cardwell as their favourite was the fact that it was their
own “local” market.

Thoughts on Cardwell market – stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

40% of stallholders listed the fees charged as “cheap” with the other 60% suggesting they were
“about right”.

Dealing with organisers

Most people questioned (70%) noted no issues with dealing with the market organisers. However
comments were received from the remaining 30% which related to a lack of information regarding
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the occasional cancellation of the market (as had happened the previous month) as well as a lack of
information from the organisers about the future relocation of the market back to the foreshore.

Services provided

There were no issues mentioned regarding the services provided at the existing site. Comment was
made about the difficulty of provision of power at the previous foreshore site with some stallholders
having to rely on generators for their power.

Improvements

Virtually every stallholder we spoke to made mention of the desire to see the market return to a
foreshore site as soon as possible. Comments were also made regarding the need for better signage
while the market remains at its current location to enable through traffic to be made aware of the
market. There was an understanding that any future return to the foreshore could be a long time
away and, therefore, that the best must be made of the current location if the market was to
continue.

Despite an overwhelming desire to return to the foreshore there were also a number of issues raised
which will need to be addressed before any future foreshore site can be selected:-

 Access to power.
 Car parking.
 Vehicle access for stallholders.
 Safety.

4.1.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire

Location of Market goers
50% of market goers questioned were from the Cardwell area. Another 40% were visitors from
elsewhere in Australia outside of Queensland. This is a relatively high percentage of visitors (e.g. it
almost matches the 50% attained by Mission Beach-Beach market; see Section 4.6.4 below) and
would appear to suggest that, despite concerns by market organisers and stallholders, tourists are
still finding their way to the Cardwell market.

Information from road side signs, local media and accommodation providers accounted for 50% of
the means by which market goers had heard about the market with the rest relying on word of
mouth.

Access and Parking
Most people made no note of any issues with access or parking, although a few comments were
received regarding uneven ground making access for the disabled difficult.

Why they are at the Cardwell market
60% of those asked attended the market only occasionally with the remainder equally split between
attending every market and this being their first.
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Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the market. They were able to
give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.

The overwhelming bulk of market goers were there to buy fresh fruit & vegetables; this despite the
fact that there was only one stall selling fresh fruit & vegetables. Half of those questioned were at
the market to purchase “other” items and of those the most common request was for toys (the
Cardwell market includes a well-known local toymaker).

80% of market goers expressed a particular interest in buying local produce.

70% of market goers stated that they would also be visiting shops and cafes in town during their visit
to Cardwell. However, less than 30% of that group stated that they would not have done so had it
not been for the market. It would appear that the Cardwell market is driving 20% (28.6% of 70%) of
market goers into other businesses in Cardwell. This is a relatively high level despite the fact that the
market is now located a distance from the other local services on the Bruce Highway.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The most
frequently attended other markets were the Mission Beach-Monster (40%) and Tully (20%) markets
where attendance was only occasional.
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When asked to nominate their favourite market the clear winner (with 40% of votes) was the
Cardwell market, although an equal number offered no preference. The main reason given for this
choice was that the Cardwell market was “local”.

Thoughts on Cardwell market - market goers
Variety

Respondents were equally split between the variety on offer at Cardwell as “good” and “rather
limited”.

There was a wide spread of additional stalls that people would like to see. These included more fresh
produce, jams/chutneys and handmade crafts.

Services

Overall people were happy (or very happy) with the level of services provided although, once again,
comment was made about the need to return the market to a foreshore site.

Improvements

Improvements that were requested centred on the desire for a return to the foreshore, more level
ground to improve disabled access, a better variety of stalls and some desire for entertainment (live
music etc.).
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4.2 Feast of the Senses Market Extravaganza
The Feast of the Senses is an annual event held in the Innisfail area which
culminates on the final Sunday in March with a large street market in the
centre of Innisfail. The Feast of the Senses focuses on the local produce of
the area and the final day Market Extravaganza is “a huge market of local
produce, fruit, wines, herbs and spices, meat, local arts & crafts. The town
will come alive with colour, sound and smells – a day not to be missed”13.

At the 2012 market, held on March 25th, there were approximately 100
stalls, and organisers estimated a turnout of between 6,000 and 7,000
market goers. A $2 donation was requested from market goers to assist
with the covering of costs.

This project had not started at the time of the 2012 Feast of the Senses
market and as a result no stallholder or market goer surveys were conducted.

4.2.1 Market Details
Contact Feast of the Senses

Kirsty Densmore 07 4061 6881

kirsty.densmore@bigpond.com

Market Day/s Last Sunday of Feast of the Senses

Times Open to public 9am to 3pm

Location Centre of Innisfail, Edith and Rankin Streets (Council land)

Approximate number of stalls 100

Stall fees from $60 (not-for-profits) to $220 (large stall with power)

4.2.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Feast of the Senses market requires that all produce is “local”. This is defined as having been
produced in the region from Cardwell to the Cape, including the Tablelands.

For the past few years Australian Bananas have been sponsors of the Feast of the Senses Market
Extravaganza.

The market is promoted throughout the Feast of the Senses with local radio and newspaper
advertisements, ABC radio, social media14, website15, press releases, banners and corflutes on road
sides and a television campaign on Southern Cross who provide a two-for-one sponsorship deal.

13 Feast of the Senses website http://www.feastofthesenses.com.au
14 Feast of the Senses Facebook page has over 340 fans. https://www.facebook.com/FeastOfTheSenses
15 See footnote 11
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Relations with Council
The market is held on Council land although fees to Council are waived as the event is run as a not-
for-profit.

Organisers report that Council have been “extremely helpful”. The Council
arranges for the streets to be cleaned both before and after the event. They
also provide a number of portable toilets for the market.

The single most pressing issue for the organisers is trying to get a consistent
interpretation of the environmental health requirements for the market.
Changes in Council personnel each year have made for varied requirements.
Given that many of the stallholders at the market are non-regular
participants at markets (many are local farmers who attend the Feast of the
Senses market as their only market of the year) this can cause significant
issues when changes to requirements and legislation are inconsistently

interpreted or communicated. For a farmer providing taster samples of fruit at the market these
requirements can mean the need for a $55 license, attending a three hour food safety course and
$20 million of public liability insurance. Organisers report that for some stallholders these
requirements are simply too onerous and some farmers have indicated that they will be
reconsidering their future attendance at the markets. See Appendix One for the Feast of the Senses
Stallholder Terms and Conditions.

Improvements
The organisers believe the market is working well and therefore see no need for any major changes
at this stage.

A desire for additional toilet facilities in the centre of town was reported but it was accepted that
this was unlikely to come about.

Future Plans
In the future the organisers would like to see more activities for children and additional workshops
and cooking demonstrations.

In 2012 the use of paid advertising on social media sites began and a paid position was created for a
person focused on social media activities. It is anticipated that this will become a more significant
part of the promotional package in the future.
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4.3 Garradunga Market
The historic Garradunga Hotel and adjacent Progress Hall are the
setting for this relatively new monthly market. Our visit was on
Sunday 20th May 2012 which was only the second running of the
market. The weather had been wet all weekend and there were rain
showers throughout the morning.

Garradunga is some 4kms off the Bruce Highway north of Innisfail.

Most of the 20 stalls were set up undercover in the Progress Hall with just 5 stalls outside in the
grounds around the hall. At the first market in April there had only been a dozen stalls so there
would appear to have been some good increase in numbers at this second market. There is ample
parking at the Hotel.

At 9am there were approximately 10 market goers onsite although this number increased a little as
the morning wore on and the rain became less frequent

Table 4.3
Garradunga Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 3
Other fresh produce 0
Prepared food 2
Plants 1
Clothing etc. 6
Arts & crafts 5
Household items 1
Second hand goods 2
Books 1
Other 4
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.3.1 Market Details
Contact Garradunga Hotel

Ian Campbell  07 4063 3708

Market Day/s 3rd Sunday of every month

Times Open to public 8am to 12pm

Location Garradunga Hotel (private land)

Approximate number of stalls 20 (unreliable data as this was only the second market)

Stall fees $6 per stall (organiser accepts that this will almost certainly have to
increase at some stage)

4.3.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Garradunga Market is a general market held at the historic Garradunga Hotel which started in
April 2012. The new owner of the Hotel decided to organise the market in response to the closure of
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the East Palmerston market. The market has space for stalls undercover in the adjacent Progress Hall
as well as 5 acres for outside stalls.

The market is held on private land and there are no fees paid to Council and no services provided by
Council.

In order to cover the additional insurance cost incurred the organiser is hoping that the markets will
drive business to the Hotel and is planning spit roast etc. to try and lure market goers to the market.
The organiser has arranged for live music to be played outside the pub on market days.

The market is being promoted via a Facebook page16, local radio, with the Cairns Post and by the use
of road side signs on the Bruce Highway. On the morning of the market the organiser contacted local
radio station 4KZ and a community announcement was made about the Garradunga market.

Relations with Council
None.

Improvements
It is too early to say as the market only started in April 2012.

Future Plans
Events linked to the market that will drive business to the Hotel.

4.3.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire

Location of stallholders
80% of stallholders questioned were either from the immediate area (40%) or elsewhere in the
Cassowary Coast with the rest from the Cairns area.

Market attendance
Since this was only the second time that this market had been held
there was not much useful data to be gleaned from this question.
However, 60% of the stallholders had been to the first market at
Garradunga so this would suggest that most of those who had
come in April had subsequently returned in May with the other half
coming for the first time.

20% of the stallholders reported operating from fixed premises as well as market stalls.

Market access
While the bulk of people reported no issues with access at the site there were comments made
relating to access into the hall. To get into the hall a small set of concrete steps were climbed. There
were no handrails on the steps and no ramp access (to allow for wheelchairs and prams as well as
easier access for stallholders to bring in heavy items).

16 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Garradunga-Hotel/223855187649096
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Local goods or produce
50% of stalls were selling goods or produce exclusively made or grown in the Cassowary Coast.
Another 10% had some items for sale that were from the Cassowary Coast. 40% were selling no
goods or produce that come from the Cassowary Coast with half of those selling goods made or
grown in Far North Queensland.

There was quite a heavy emphasis on arts & crafts products (paper products, crochet, handmade
cards etc.) as well as clothing.

Customers
50% of stalls reported selling about equally to locals and tourists with another 30% suggesting their
customers were mainly locals.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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Amongst these stallholders the most frequented other markets were the Mourilyan and Innisfail
markets. No one reported attending the markets at Tully, Kurrimine Beach or Cardwell.

When asked to nominate their favourite market the overriding winner (with 70% of the votes) was
Garradunga. The reasons given for the selection were generally related to the fact that the market
had an undercover option and that it was local and friendly.

Thoughts on Garradunga market –stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

50% thought the fees per stall (currently $6) were “about right” while the other half thought them
“cheap”. In discussion with the organiser it is clear that this has been a deliberate policy to set fees
low to ensure a successful start to the markets and those fees will rise somewhat over time. This
data would suggest that this would be acceptable to most stallholders.

Dealing with organiser

Stallholders were unanimous in their agreement that the organisers have been exceptionally helpful
and easy to deal with.
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Services provided

There were both men’s and women’s toilets in the Progress Hall as well as toilets in the Hotel. A
small kitchen was producing popular breakfast rolls in the Hall. There was ample parking provided.

Again, comment was made about the lack of ramp access into the Hall.

Improvements

The overriding comment made when it came to improvements related to better advertising, and in
particular better signage on the main Bruce Highway. There was discussion made about the
possibility of designating the road from the Garradunga turnoff on the Bruce Highway to Miriwinni
via Eubenangee Swamp as a “scenic route” which would bring people past the historic Hotel and the
markets.

One stallholder wondered whether the market might be more successful if it were held less
frequently than every month.

4.3.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire

Location of Market goers
Visitors to the Garradunga market were predominantly from the local area (71%) with another 14%
from elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast.

A similar percentage (43%) of those attending had heard about the market via word of mouth or had
seen road side signage.

Access and Parking
No one identified any issues with regard to access or parking.

Why they are at the Garradunga market
The overwhelming bulk of market goers (71%) were at the Garradunga market for the first time; this
is to be expected since this was only the second time the market had been held. Obviously, all the
others, almost 30%, had been to the first market and returned this time.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the market. They were able to
give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.
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It is clear the Garradunga market is attracting people primarily to purchase household items. This is
surprising given that only one of the 20 stalls present was identified as selling “household items”.
This might be accounted for by the fact that four stalls were selling “other” products, some of which
might be identified by buyers as household items Despite there being only three stalls selling fresh
produce this category accounted for almost 30%.

A clear majority (57%) reported an interest in purchasing locally grown or made goods.

Despite the location being right next to the Garradunga Hotel, most people (86%) indicated that they
did not intend to visit the pub on their visit. Given the comments from the organiser that a large part
of the motivation for starting the market was to attract business to the Hotel, this would indicate
that more work needs to be done to convert market goers into patrons at the Hotel.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The most
frequently attended other markets were the Innisfail markets (70%) and the Mission Beach-Monster
markets (43%). The least frequently attended were the Cardwell, Kurrimine Beach and Tully markets.

When asked to nominate their favourite market there was an even split between Innisfail and
Mission Beach-Monster (both 29%). Asked to explain why they made their choice the variety of
produce at both the Innisfail and Mission Beach - Monster markets was often cited.
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Thoughts on Garradunga market – market goers
Variety

While most (86%) felt that the variety of goods for sale was “good” there was a clear desire to see
more fresh fruit & vegetables on sale. Comment was also made about a lack of any Indigenous
products.

Services

The level of services was unanimously reported to be good or very good. Particular comment was
made about the fact that some of the market was undercover; an important feature on a wet day
such as the one when we visited.

Improvements

Improvements suggested included better advertising and signage, more affordable local fruit &
vegetables and moving the live music closer to the market (the live singer was undercover on the
deck of the Hotel).

Comment was also made about the possibility of holding book and/or poetry readings, both for
adults and children, at the market.
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4.4 Innisfail Market
The monthly Innisfail market is held in ANZAC Park, Innisfail. We
visited the market on Saturday 19th May on a very wet morning.
The ground in the Park does not drain well and as a result the
grassed areas, where the stallholders set up and park their
vehicles, were very wet underfoot. Market goers are able to walk
around on the paved footpaths.

The bandstand provided some undercover space for two stalls.

The weather had significantly reduced the number of stalls present. Market organisers reported that
there were usually 60 stalls at the market; on the day of our visit there were just 30.

There is roadside parking around the outside of the Park and in the nearby Coles carpark.

At 9am there were approximately 30 market goers on site.

Table 4.4
Innisfail Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 6
Other fresh produce 0
Prepared food 5
Plants 5
Clothing etc. 1
Arts & crafts 4
Household items 1
Other 10
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.4.1 Market Details
Contact Innisfail Lioness Club

Marsha Nolan 07 4061 3942 or 0458 583 001

Market Day/s 3rd Saturday of every month

Times Open to public 7am to 1pm

Location ANZAC Park, Innisfail (Council land)

Approximate number of stalls 60

Stall fees $8 per stall 3m x 3m

4.4.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Innisfail market, run by the Innisfail Lioness Club, is a general market with stalls selling fresh
produce, arts & crafts, food, wood work, clothing and plants. There are no restrictions on the type of
stall allowed at the market other than a ban on the sale of live animals and that all food stalls must
hold a valid health permit from Council.
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The market is advertised with road side signage, adverts in the local media, word of mouth and by
attempting to ensure the market is listed wherever lists of markets are published.

Organisers have never conducted a count at the market and do not know how many people usually
attend.

Relations with Council
Although the market is held on Council land (ANZAC Park) there are no fees paid to Council. Council
mow the grass in the park before the market and remove green ants nests from trees where these
might be an issue. When asked if the organisers had any issues with Council they said they did not
and that “Council does not hesitate to help us when required”.

Improvements
The organisers were asked about any improvements they would like to see occur.

1. Change the timer on the lights in ANZAC Park so that they stay on for an extra 30 minutes in
the winter. Stallholders often have to set up in the dark.

2. Stall numbers need to be repainted as many are now illegible. The Lioness Club would like to
be present when this is done to avoid the misnumbering that has happened in the past.

3. More shade in ANZAC Park would be desirable.
4. There have been past issues with stallholders’ vehicles getting into ANZAC Park over the

kerb. The construction of a permanent concrete ramp has provided easier access to the Park
at one location but, when wet, access to all areas away from that ramp can be difficult.

5. Rain can cause the ground to get too wet for vehicles to access. The markets are sometimes
closed when this happens and this has caused problems with relations with some
stallholders. In the past there has been some suggestion from Council that the damage
caused to the ground of the Park when the market is held in wet weather could lead to the
market being stopped. However, the organisers suggest that this no longer appears to be an
issue.

Future Plans
The Lioness Club would like to see community groups take stalls at the market. They also plan to
provide more entertainment at the market to improve attendance.

4.4.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire

Location of stallholders
50% of stallholders came from the Cairns area with another 30% from the Innisfail area. The
remainder were from elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast or the Tablelands.

Market attendance
Most stallholders attended all (50%) or most (20%) of the Innisfail markets. 30% of those we
questioned had come to the market for the first time on that Saturday (this would appear to be a
large percentage and may be due to the poor turnout of more regular stallholders because of the
weather).
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Market access
40% of respondents made comment regarding the poor drainage and how access can be difficult
when the Park gets wet. Despite a permanent ramp at one end of the Park improving access, there
was still concern that many vehicles had to travel across the grass for some distance from that ramp
to access their sites. Demand certainly exists for an additional permanent ramp at the other end of
the Park.

Local goods or produce
40% of goods were either grown or made in the Cassowary Coast with 40% of the rest being made or
grown at least in part in Far North Queensland.

Customers
70% of stallholders reported that locals accounted for the vast bulk of their sales.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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When asked to nominate their favourite market 40% named Innisfail with the rest split between the
Mission Beach Monster and Beach markets. The main reasons given for the choices related to:-

 Number of market goers (Innisfail and Mission Beach-Monster markets).
 Variety of produce (Mission Beach-Monster market).
 Friendly village feel and very well supported by locals (Mission Beach-Beach).

No one reported attending any markets other than these three.

Thoughts on Innisfail market – stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

90% of stallholders thought the fees payable were “about right”.

Dealing with organisers

Stallholders all agreed that dealing with the market organisers was easy. The Innisfail Lioness Club
had a stall at the market and members were available to address any stallholder’s issues throughout
the morning.
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Services provided

There were almost no issues noted with regard to the services provided although one stallholder
made comment that the toilet block in the Park could certainly be cleaner and that a clean just
before the Saturday market would be a good idea.

Improvements

Almost all comments relating to improvements focused on better advertising and signage for the
markets.

Note was also made that there were a lack of adequate bins in the Park.

4.4.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire

Location of Market goers
80% of the market goers were from the local Innisfail area.

40% had heard about the market by way of road side signs and most of the rest were either return
visitors or had heard about the market via word of mouth.

Access and Parking
90% of respondents noted no issues with either parking or access to the market although there were
comments made about the fact that there was no shelter from the rain (and also no shade when the
weather was hot).

Why they are at the Innisfail market
Half of those asked attended the market only occasionally with
most of the remaining half stating that they came most of the
time.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be
buying at the markets. They were able to give more than one
answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than
100%.
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The overwhelming bulk of market goers were there to buy fresh fruit & vegetables with another 30%
looking for plants. The number of fresh produce and plant stalls (11 out of a total 30) supports this
fact that the market has a clear specialisation in this area.

Almost all those questioned (90%) expressed an interest in buying locally grown and made products.

90% of market goers stated that they would also be visiting shops and cafes in town during their visit
to Innisfail. However, 90% of those also said that they would have done so regardless of whether the
market had been on that day. The fact that the Innisfail market is held on a Saturday would seem to
mean that the market itself is not a significant driver of business into the town’s businesses on that
day.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The most
frequently attended other markets were the Mission Beach-Monster and Mourilyan markets (60%
each). The least frequently attended were the Cardwell and Garradunga markets.

When asked to nominate their favourite market the clear winner (with 40% of votes) was the
Mission Beach-Monster markets. The main reason given for this choice was the level of variety at
this market.
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Thoughts on Innisfail market – market goers
Variety

60% identified the variety available at the Innisfail market as good with the remaining 40% split
evenly between “rather limited” and “poor”. This may be a reflection on the limited number of stalls
at the market on this particular day.

There was a wide spread of additional stalls that people would like to see. These included more fresh
produce, wood crafts and jams/chutneys.

Services

Overall people were happy with the level of services provided although once again comment was
made about the lack of any shelter (from rain and/or sun) as well as the poor state of the toilets in
the Park.

Improvements

Improvements that were requested centred around the desire for better shelter from the rain with a
few people making specific mention of the option of holding the market undercover at the Innisfail
showgrounds (as had happened the previous week with a successful one-off market at the
Showgrounds).
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4.5 Kurrimine Beach Market
The monthly Kurrimine Beach market is held in Taifalos Park on the
foreshore at Kurrimine Beach and is run by the Silkwood/Kurrimine
Beach Red Cross. We visited the market on Sunday 8th July when it had
been raining all morning. Stalls are positioned around an area close to
local toilet facilities and utilised two shelters and a BBQ.

The organisers informed us that the weather had reduced the number
of stalls present and that they would usually expect 10-12 stalls. On
the day of our visit there were just six stalls present (one of which was a tea/coffee stall run by the
organisers).

There is ample parking around the outside of the Park.

At 9am there were approximately 7 market goers on site.

Table 4.5
Kurrimine Beach Stall
types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 2
Other fresh produce 0
Prepared food 2
Plants 0
Clothing etc. 1
Arts & crafts 1
Second hand goods 1
Other 0
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.5.1 Market Details
Contact Silkwood/Kurrimine Beach Red Cross

Helen Walsh 07 4065 6259 or 0419 687776

tjw40@bigpond.com.au

Market Day/s 2nd Sunday of every month from Easter to December

Times Open to public 7:30am to 12:30pm

Location Taifalos Park, Kurrimine Beach

Approximate number of stalls 8-13

Stall fees $5 per stall

4.5.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Kurrimine Beach market, run by the Silkwood/Kurrimine Beach Red Cross, is a small general
market with stalls usually selling fresh produce, arts & crafts, food, jewellery and Red Cross
merchandise.
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The market is advertised with road side signage, adverts in the local media, notices in the local
schools’ newsletters and listings on internet bulletin boards etc.

Organisers have not conducted a count at the market and do not know how many people usually
attend.

Relations with Council
Although the market is held on Council land (Taifalos Park) there are no fees paid to Council. Council
provides the space and power for the market. Organisers reported no issues with Council.

Improvements
The organisers identified no specific improvements that they would like to see made to the market.

Future Plans
The Silkwood/Kurrimine Beach Red Cross would like to try and attract more stallholders to the
markets but they anticipate that the Mourilyan market (see Section 4.8 below) being held on the
same day will be an issue for them in any future expansion. Organisers advise that two or three stalls
that in the past had been present at the Kurrimine Beach market had moved to the Mourilyan
market since its opening.

During discussion with the organisers on our market visit we were informed that the Red Cross had
agreed with the Kurrimine Beach Progress Association that they would be able to use the Progress
Association Hall and surrounds for future markets when the weather is wet.

4.5.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire
It should be noted that due to the very low number of market stalls at the Kurrimine Beach market on
the date we visited the conclusions below need to be treated with some caution.

Location of stallholders
60% of stalls were from elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast with just 20% from Kurrimine Beach itself.

Market attendance
60% of stallholders stated that they attended the market only occasionally with another 20% there
for the first time. This would appear to be largely due to the poor weather with many regular
stallholders not turning up on the day of our visit.

Market access
No one noted any issues with regard to access.

Local goods or produce
40% of stalls were selling produce made or grown exclusively in the Cassowary Coast with another
20% claiming at least some of their produce was made locally.
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Customers
Most (60%) of stallholders reported an equal split of sales between locals and tourists with the
remainder claiming locals as their main market. This would support the contention that on the day
of our visit there was a disproportionate number of visitors to the Cardwell market with very few
locals braving the rain.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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The chart above makes clear that the stallholders at Kurrimine Beach on the day we visited were also
regular attendees at many of the Region’s other markets. This would be expected as those who had
turned out at the Kurrimine Beach market on such on wet day were “professional” stallholders
rather than occasional local sellers.

The most frequented other markets were the Mission Beach, Beach and Monster, markets with 60%
of stallholders attending either every, or most, of these markets. When asked to nominate their
favourite market the votes were equally split between Kurrimine Beach and Mission Beach-Monster
markets. Kurrimine Beach was selected for its local support while the Mission Beach-Monster
market was selected due to its size and variety of stalls.

Thoughts on Kurrimine Beach market – stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

60% of stallholders thought the fees payable were “cheap” with the remainder claiming they were
“about right”. It would appear that there is some scope for the organisers to slightly increase their
existing fees if they wished to do so.
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Dealing with organisers

Stallholders all agreed that dealing with the market organisers was easy. The Silkwood/Kurrimine
Beach Red Cross had a stall at the market and the organiser was available for stallholders
throughout the market.

Services provided

There was general satisfaction with the level of services provided at the market.

Improvements

The only comment made regarding possible improvements related to the need for better advertising
and signage.

4.5.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire
It should be noted that due to the very low number of market goers at the Kurrimine Beach market
on the date we visited the conclusions below need to be treated with some caution.

Location of Market goers
80% of the market goers questioned were visitors to Cardwell with
all of this group from outside Queensland. Market organisers note
that a good proportion of usual market goers are visitors from the
local caravan parks although this result would suggest that the rainy
weather had kept many locals away from the market on the day we
visited.

Information from Visitor Information Centres and accommodation providers was given by 60% as
the way they had heard about the market. The remainder had seen road side signs.

Access and Parking
No one questioned made any comment regarding issues of parking or access.

Why they are at the Kurrimine Beach market
Half of those asked attended the market only occasionally with all the others claiming this as their
first visit; this would appear to be reasonable given the fact that such a high percentage of market
goers on the day were visitors to Cardwell.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the markets. They were able
to give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.
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The overwhelming bulk of market goers were there to buy fresh fruit & vegetables with another 60%
looking for other fresh produce as well as food (cakes and cookies from the Kurrimine Beach
Progress Association stall). Four of the six stalls present on the day we visited were selling these
types of product.

Almost all of those questioned (80%) expressed an interest in buying locally grown and made
products.

Only 20% of those questioned said that they would be visiting other Kurrimine Beach businesses
whilst in town for the market. In addition, all of these people said that they would have done so
anyway, even had the market not been taking place. It would appear that the Kurrimine Beach
market is driving very little additional business to other shops and cafes in the village. However, this
conclusion is likely to have been heavily influenced by the very low number of market goers and
should not be relied on.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The only
other frequently attended markets were the Mission Beach-Monster (60%) and Mission Beach-
Beach (80%) markets. Other markets that received occasional visits were Cardwell and Mourilyan.
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When asked to nominate their favourite market the clear winner was the Mission Beach-Beach
market with 60% of votes cast. Asked to explain why they made their choice the factor of the better
variety was most often cited in favour of the Mission Beach-Beach market.

Thoughts on Kurrimine Beach market – market goers
Variety

80% of those questioned thought the variety on offer was “rather limited”.

There was a wide spread of additional stalls that people would like to see. These included more fresh
produce, hot food, arts & crafts and plants.

Services

Overall people were happy with the level of services provided.

Improvements

Improvements that were requested centred on the desire for better signage and a better variety of
stalls. Everyone questioned realised that the poor weather had affected the number of stalls in
attendance.
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4.6 Mission Beach – Beach Market
The twice a month Mission Beach-Beach market is held in the park opposite the Hideaway Holiday
Village in Mission Beach every 1st and 3rd Sunday of the month. The market is one of the few in the
Region that is not run by a community group or organisation but instead by a private individual.

We visited the market on Sunday June 3rd 2012. It was the first dry and sunny
day for a few weeks and many locals were keen to visit the market that day.
There were 41 stalls at the market.

Parking for the market is on the main road through Mission Beach and, when
busy, cars can also be found parking in the Council Caravan Park and Visitors
Information Centre carpark.

At 9am there were approximately 110 market goers on site.

Table 4.6
Mission Beach-Beach
Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 9
Other fresh produce 2
Prepared food 8
Plants 6
Clothing etc. 6
Arts & crafts 8
Household items 1
Second hand goods 4
Books 2
Other 7
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.6.1 Market Details
Contact Ken Campbell 07 4068 7126

Market Day/s 1st and 3rd Sundays of every month

Times Open to public 7am to 1pm

Location Council land opposite Hideaway Holiday Village, Mission Beach

Approximate number of stalls 30-40

Stall fees $8 (some stalls pay as little as $5)

4.6.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Mission Beach-Beach market has been running for many years and is a popular feature of the
Mission Beach area, for locals and tourists alike. Stalls sell a wide variety of goods including fresh
produce, arts & crafts, food, clothing and plants. There are no restrictions on the type of stall
allowed at the market, although the organiser admitted that he used to insist on all produce and
food being either home-grown or home-made. This restriction has been relaxed as he found it too
limiting on stall types.
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The markets are advertised with road side signage, adverts in the local media and Facebook17. The
organiser has never conducted a count at the markets and did not know how many people usually
attend.

Relations with Council
The market is held on Council land and fees are paid to Council. These vary according to the number
of stalls present (see Section 6, Table 6 below) but are usually $70-$100. The organiser is responsible
for counting the number of stalls and paying Council the appropriate fee. Council mow the grass at
the site before the market and collect the rubbish afterwards. The organiser also provides additional
bins on site by using wheelie bins from the adjacent Council Caravan Park.

The organiser identified no issues with dealing with Council; although subsequent discussion
revealed that previous attempts to get permission to operate the market more frequently had been
refused by Council.

Improvements
The organiser was asked about any improvements he would like to see. In general he is happy with
the way that the market currently operates although the space available at the site limits the size of
the market to about 45-50 stalls.

He also identified issues with the availability of power. At present the stallholders on the northern
side of the site can connect to power sockets in the Council Caravan Park, but when the Park is full
that is sometimes not possible.

Future Plans
The present organiser has no specific plans for the market in the future, although a desire to hold
the market more frequently exists.

4.6.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire

Location of stallholders
Over 45% of stallholders were from the immediate Mission Beach area, with another 9% from
elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast. 36% were from Cairns and the remainder from the Tablelands.

Market attendance
Over 82% of stallholders reported attending every Mission Beach-Beach market with the remainder
attending “most”.

Less than 10% of stallholders operated from any fixed premises when not at markets.

Market access
Most stallholders (82%) reported no difficulty with access to the market sites. However, there were
comments made regarding the difficulty of parking cars at sites on some of the stall positions close
to the adjacent Council Caravan Park.

17 https://www.facebook.com/missionbeachmarkets
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Comment was also made about the lack of clear signage from the road directing stallholders to the
correct entry point into the market site.

Local goods or produce
Only 45% of stalls were selling goods that were exclusively from the Cassowary Coast. However, only
16% of stalls were selling goods that did not come either fully or partially from the Far North
Queensland region.

Customers
While local customers are clearly a highly significant component of sales for stallholders (82% report
local sales accounting for at least half of all business), the graph below shows that the tourist
demographic is also important for stallholders at this market.

At the Mission Beach-Beach market over 18% of stallholders identify tourists as the majority of their
sales. This is compared to 0% at Innisfail, Tully, Kurrimine Beach and Mourilyan; even at the Mission
Beach-Monster market this percentage is only 10%. Clearly the Mission Beach-Beach market is the
most heavily tourist reliant market in the Region. Many stallholders also noted that this becomes
even more of a fact on a seasonal basis once the tourist season picks up.
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Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.

The chart below makes it clear that the stallholders at the Mission Beach-Beach market are very
loyal to the market; almost 82% of them attend every market and the rest get to “most”. Also clear
is that a large number who attend this market are also regular attendees at the Mission Beach-
Monster market (see Section 4.7.3 below). Attendance at markets other than these two is sporadic,
with only Innisfail attracting more than 10% of stallholders on a regular basis.

When asked to identify their favourite market the clear winner was the Mission Beach-Beach market
with 73%, all other votes were for the Mission Beach-Monster market. The most common reason
given for this choice was the friendly local atmosphere at the Beach market, closely followed by the
ready availability of shade (as compared to the Monster market).
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Thoughts on Mission Beach - Beach market – stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

82% of stallholders felt the fees charged were about right. The remainder suggested that fees were
“cheap”.

Dealing with organisers

The vast bulk of stallholders agreed that dealing with the market organiser was easy and efficient.
However, comment was also made that there could be problems with communication some times
and that clarity of site layout (such as a site map) would assist and remove potential areas of
conflict.

Services provided

Generally stallholders were satisfied with the level of services provided. However, specific comment
was made on a few occasions regarding the toilet facilities (these are in the adjacent Council Caravan
Park) and the lack of adequate hand washing facilities.
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Electricity is also available from the Council Caravan Park which means that only stalls positioned at
the northern side of the market site have access to power. There are also issues surrounding the
availability of this power when the Council Caravan Park is busy and the temporary dongas are
occupied. There appears to be no formal arrangement with regard to the provision of power at the
market and this is an issue that should certainly be addressed. There may be scope for the
placement of a few additional power outlets within the park.

Improvements

Improvements requested included the provision of more bins, better road side signage and issues
around the presence of tree roots on footpaths causing trip hazards. However, the most commonly
requested improvement was for the market to be held more regularly.

4.6.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire

Location of Market goers
Supporting the idea that the Mission Beach-Beach market is a significant tourist draw is the fact that
50% of the market goers questioned were visiting Mission Beach; 60% of them from Queensland and
the remainder from elsewhere in Australia.

Of the other 50% of market goers, the bulk (90%) were from
the Mission Beach area with the others from Cairns.

Half of those questioned had been to the market previously,
while the others had been made aware of the market by
road side signage.

Access and Parking
No one identified any issues with access or parking at the
market.

Why they are at the Mission Beach-Beach market
40% of those questioned came to most of the Mission Beach-Beach markets; another 20% only
attended occasionally. There were 40% of those questioned for whom this visit was their first, these
were all visitors to Mission Beach.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the markets. They were able
to give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.
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It is clear that a majority of people (90%) come to the Mission Beach-Beach market to buy fresh
produce. This is even higher when considering just the local market goers; all of those questioned
were looking to buy fresh produce.

Everyone questioned reported an interest in buying local produce.

70% of respondents stated that they would be visiting the local cafes and/or shops during their trip
to Mission Beach and of those less than 60% said that they would have done so without the market.
Therefore the remainder (43%) of market goers who were likely to visit other businesses would not
have done so without the market. This equates to just over 30% of all market goers visiting other
businesses who would not have done so without the market. Given the significant number of people
who visit the Mission Beach-Beach market it is clear that it generates a large number of additional
visitors to other local businesses.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The only
other frequently attended market was the Mission Beach-Monster market with 60% reporting that
they visited that market at least occasionally. All other markets (with the exception of Kurrimine
Beach) received occasional visits by less than 10%.

When asked to nominate their favourite market the only two markets that received any votes were
the Mission Beach-Monster (30%) and the Mission Beach-Beach (30%) markets. The remaining 40%
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could not decide between these two. Asked to explain why they made their choice the factor of the
variety and size were often cited in favour of the Mission Beach-Monster market while the Mission
Beach-Beach market tended to score for its friendly local atmosphere.

Thoughts on Mission Beach-Beach market – market goers
Variety

90% of those asked were happy with the variety on offer and rated it as “good”. The remaining 10%
thought the range “rather limited”.

When asked to nominate other products that they would like to see for sale there were a number of
suggestions including fresh fish, more arts & crafts and Mission Beach souvenirs.

Services

Most felt that the services provided were “good” or “excellent”.

Improvements

The most commonly requested improvement was for the provision of some tables and chairs to
allow people somewhere to sit and drink a cup of coffee etc.

Comment was also made about a lack of signage and reliable information, in particular the fact that
some information regarding the market on the internet was inaccurate. One visitor had searched for
the market on the internet (having received no information from their accommodation provider)
and found the market listed as happening on Saturday rather than Sunday (see Section 4.11 below).
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4.7 Mission Beach – Monster Market
The monthly Mission Beach-Monster market is held in MARCS Park, Mission Beach. It utilises the
open space around and on the sports oval as well as the covered shed area. The adjacent Mission
Arts Centre is open from 10am. We visited the market on Sunday 27th May on a very wet morning.

The wet weather had significantly reduced the number of stalls present. Market organisers reported
that there were usually 110-120 stalls at the market; on the day of our visit there were 88. In
addition the organisers informed us that a vintage car rally that had been due to attend the market
had cancelled due to the poor weather.

There is significant parking in the MARCS Park itself,
although there were frequent comments made regarding
the lack of organised parking and the confusion this can
cause (see Section 4.7.4 below). On busy market days it is
usual to have cars parking along the edge of the main Tully-
Mission Beach Road.

At 9am there were approximately 205 market goers on site
and this number appeared to increase as the morning wore
on.

Table 4.7
Mission Beach-Monster
Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 15
Other fresh produce 3
Prepared food 13
Plants 15
Clothing etc. 16
Arts & crafts 7
Household items 4
Second hand goods 7
Books 3
Other 23
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.7.1 Market Details
Contact Mission Beach Rotary

Geoff Beckley 07 4068 8700

Geoff.Beckley@bendigoadelaide.com.au

Chris May 07 4068 7220

audie123@bigpond.net.au

Market Day/s Last Sunday of the month (April to November) plus Easter Sunday

Times Open to public 7:30am to 12:30pm
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Location MARCS Park, Mission Beach (Council land)

Approximate number of stalls 110-120

Stall fees $15 (with own insurance)

$21 (without own insurance)

$24 (with power)

4.7.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Mission Beach-Monster market, run by the Mission Beach Rotary, is one of the Region’s largest
community markets. Stalls sell a wide variety of goods including fresh produce, arts & crafts, food,
tools, clothing and plants. A section is set aside under the MARCS Park shelter where a number of
food outlets provide coffee, Thai food, BBQ etc. and some seating is available. There are no
restrictions on the type of stall allowed at the market other than a ban on the sale of live animals
and that all food stalls must hold a valid health permit from Council.

The markets are advertised with road side signage, adverts in the local media, internet listings,
Facebook18 and posters.

Organisers have never conducted a count at the market and do not know how many people usually
attend.

Relations with Council
Although the market is held on Council land (MARCS Park) there are no fees paid to Council. Rotary
pays a fee of $150 per market to the MARCS Park Management Committee. Council mow the grass
on the oval before the market and collect the rubbish afterwards.

The organisers identified no issues dealing with Council.

Improvements
The organisers were asked about any improvements they would like to see. The only improvement
desired is for the provision of more shade. This is an issue that was consistently brought to our
attention by both market stallholders and market goers whenever the Mission Beach-Monster
market was discussed. Organisers advised that they are in the process of securing a number of
gazebo structures that they intend to position around the market, with chairs and tables under
them, to provide some shade and shelter.

There are concerns that future car parking needs may be an issue. On busy market days the existing
carpark space at MARCS Park is often full with vehicles forced to park in other adjacent areas. The
proposed construction of the Mission Beach Aquatic Facility in MARCS Park and the car parking
required for that is seen as a potential problem.

18 https://www.facebook.com/missionbeachmarkets
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Future Plans
Future plans for the market include the desire to increase the number of stalls and to provide varied
entertainment. Over the course of the months after the Easter market in 2012 the organisers have
been bringing a selection of “diversions” to the market which has included a display of Harley
Davidson motorbikes. On the day of our visit a display of vintage cars had been planned but was
cancelled due to the wet weather. It is their intention to continue to develop this side of the market
to “provide something for the men to do while their wives do the market”.

Rotary are also looking into advertising the markets further afield (in particular in Cairns and
Townsville) in an attempt to bring in more market goers and therefore help boost tourism in Mission
Beach.

4.7.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire

Location of stallholders
Stallholders were from a broad spread of locations with 30% from the Mission Beach area, and 20%
each from Tablelands, other Cassowary Coast and Cairns.

Market attendance
Most (70%) of the stallholders attended every Monster market. The rest were evenly spread
between “most”, “occasional” and “first time”.

No stallholders questioned operated from fixed premises.

Market access
Most people were happy with access to the market and their site. However, comment was made
regarding the drainage ditch that ran along between the northern edge of the oval and the access
road. In the wet weather this ditch becomes very muddy and makes for difficult access for
pedestrians. This comment was repeated by others when asked about improvements required (see
below).

Local goods or produce
Only 30% of goods sold were all made or grown in the Cassowary Coast, another 20% of stalls were
selling at least some locally made produce.

Of the 50% who had no Cassowary Coast product, 20% had some Far North Queensland produce for
sale.
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Customers
50% of stallholders reported that their sales were split equally between locals and tourists with most
of the others identifying mainly locals as their customers. Just 10% of stallholders suggested that
tourists made up the majority of their sales.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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What the chart above makes clear is that the stallholders at the Mission Beach-Monster market are
very loyal to those markets. Some also attend the Mission Beach-Beach and Innisfail markets, but no
other regional markets are visited.

When asked which was their favourite market the resounding winner was the Mission Beach-
Monster market (80%) with only the Mission Beach-Beach market getting any other votes. The most
frequent reasons given were the volume of people that attend the market and the fact that it was
well promoted.

Thoughts on Mission Beach-Monster market – stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

80% of stallholders felt the fees charged were about right, a few commented that if they were to go
any higher they would have to rethink their attendance at the market and comments were also
made that the cost was high given the state of the services (in particular the toilets). It would appear
that the current scale of charges is at the top end of what is deemed appropriate at this time.
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Dealing with organisers

Everyone questioned agreed that the organisers were very easy to deal with and were extremely
helpful.

Services provided

There was frequent comment made that the toilet block needed to be kept cleaner and that there
was a common problem with the women’s toilet running out of toilet paper during the markets,
particularly when the market was busy.

Improvements

The most common improvement requested was for more shade to be made available. The
organisers are aware of this issue and are making efforts to address it (see Section 4.7.2 above).
Comment was also made about the drainage ditch on the side of the access road needing attention
(see above).

4.7.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire

Location of Market goers
The vast bulk (90%) of the market goers questioned were from the local Mission Beach area with the
others coming from elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast.

Over 60% had heard about the market by word of mouth and almost 30% via road side signs.

Access and Parking
60% of those questioned identified no issues with parking but
the remainder all made comment about the disorganised
parking available. There was even a suggestion that Rotary
might charge a dollar for parking in an effort to try and control
the free-for-all. This is an issue that may become even more of
a difficulty when the Mission Beach Aquatic Centre is built and
organisers might wish to consider options sooner rather than
later.

Why they are at the Mission Beach-Monster market
Almost three quarters of those questioned came to most of the Mission Beach-Monster markets
while the other 25% came just occasionally.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the markets. They were able
to give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.
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It is clear that the vast majority of people come to the Mission Beach-Monster market to purchase
fresh fruit & vegetables. Indeed, every market goer questioned listed at least one of either fresh fruit
& vegetables, other fresh produce, food or plants in their list of things they were likely to buy. 46 out
of the 88 stalls at the market on the day we visited were selling at least some fresh produce, plants
or food.

Given this emphasis on fresh produce it is not surprising that almost everyone questioned (91%)
reported an interest in buying locally produced goods.

Just over a third of people said that they would be visiting other shops and/or cafes in town during
their trip. Of those only a quarter suggested that they would do so because of the market. It would
appear from this data that the Mission Beach-Monster market does not drive significant traffic into
other businesses in the local area on market days.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The only
other frequently attended market was the Mission Beach-Beach market with 90% reporting that
they visited that market at least occasionally. Tully and Kurrimine Beach markets were both noted as
being occasionally visited by just over 20% of market goers. All other markets received occasional
visits by less than 10%.
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When asked to nominate their favourite market the only two markets that received any votes were
the Mission Beach-Monster market (73%) and the Mission Beach-Beach market (27%). Asked to
explain why they made their choice the factor of the variety and range of fresh produce available
was often cited in favour of the Mission Beach-Monster market while the Mission Beach-Beach
market tended to score for its shade and friendly atmosphere.

Thoughts on Mission Beach-Monster market – market goers
Variety

82% of those asked were happy with the variety on offer as “good”. The remaining 18% thought the
range “rather limited”.

When asked to nominate other products that they would like to see for sale there were two clear
winners; more local arts & crafts (only seven out of 88 stalls were selling arts & crafts on the day of
our visit) and locally produced food products (e.g. jams, chutneys, cakes etc.).

Services

Most felt that the services provided were “OK” or “good” although comment was made by some
market goers regarding the state of the toilets, as it was by some stallholders (see Section 4.7.3
above). Note was also made that the covered area where most of the food stalls were located
becomes smelly and dirty during the course of the market.

Improvements

The main improvements identified fell into three categories:-

 Parking.
 Shade.
 More rubbish bins.
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4.8 Mourilyan Market
The Mourilyan market was visited on Sunday 13th May 2012 (this was Mother’s Day and as a result
attendance was rather poor according to the market organiser. There were a total of seven stalls
that had booked but did not appear). The weather was overcast and there had been rain early in the
morning. There were a total of 22 stalls (four outside and 18 inside).

The market is held at the Australian Sugar Heritage Centre in
Mourilyan with stalls outside in the area at the front of the building
as well as inside the Gallery. There is a café and shop attached to
the Centre and both of these were open. Ample free parking is
available in the Centre’s carpark.

At 9am there were approximately 20 market goers at the market
(people in the attached café were not included in this count). The organiser stated that attendance
was poor this particular morning, although numbers were generally higher after 10am once church
services had finished.

Table 4.8
Mourilyan Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 1
Other fresh produce 0
Prepared food 2
Plants 2
Clothing etc. 0
Arts & crafts 12
Household items 0
Second hand goods 1
Books 1
Electronics 1
Jewellery 3
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.8.1 Market Details
Contact Canegrowers

Wayne Thomas 07 4063 2477

wayne_thomas@canegrowers.com.au

Market Day/s 2nd Sunday of every month

Times Open to public 7am to 12pm

Location Australian Sugar Heritage Centre, Mourilyan (private land)

Approximate number of stalls 40 (10 outside and 30 indoors in the Gallery)

Stall fees $6 indoors (2m x 2m); $4 outdoors (3m x 3m)
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4.8.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Mourilyan market is a general market with stalls selling arts & crafts, electrical goods, baked
products, local coffee, photography, wood work, plants, beauty products and some limited fresh
produce.

The only restriction on the type of stall is that all food items must meet Council health requirements
and that there are no food sales permitted that conflict with the on-site café (e.g. the local coffee
stall is unable to provide hot drinks).

The market is intended not as a money making activity but as a means to increase use of the
Heritage Centre and to promote the Sugar Museum. The Museum is open and free each market
morning from 9am.

The market is promoted with the use of road side signage and advertising in local media. Facebook
personal pages are also used although the market does not have its own Facebook presence. The
organisers are planning to conduct a mail out promotion in the local area and if successful to expand
that to include the southern parts of the Cassowary Coast. For the three markets running up to
Christmas 2011 entry tickets into a Christmas Stocking Raffle were handed out by stallholders to
every customer making a purchase. The Christmas Stocking contained over $1,500 worth of items.

Tables and chairs are provided for stalls setting up inside the gallery.

Relations with Council
The market is held on privately owned land and there are therefore no issues with Council and no
services provided by Council.

Improvements
There is a strategy in place to increase the amount of fresh produce at the market; this is identified
by the organisers as a specific need for market goers. Consideration was being given to running a
fresh produce stall where local small holding growers could cooperatively sell their produce. The
organiser was well aware of the desire for more fresh produce and was actively trying to address the
issue; offers had been made to local fresh produce stallholders of a free stall space but as yet such
offers had not been taken up.

A need for “entertainment” at the market had also been identified; at the time of our visit the
organiser had decided to increase stall fees by $1 to cover the cost, over coming months, of running
a busking competition outside.

Future Plans
Organisers are working on improving awareness about the number of stalls at the market. There are
often only 10 stalls outside (where they can be seen from the road) but also another 30 stalls inside.
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4.8.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire

Location of stallholders
70% of those questioned were from the local Mourilyan or Innisfail area. Most of the remainder
were from elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast with one stallholder coming from Babinda.

Market attendance
80% attended all or most of the Mourilyan markets each year and the same percentage operate only
from market stalls (i.e. they do not have any fixed premises from which they sell).

Market access
No stallholders mentioned any issue with access to the market. Ample parking was available outside
the Centre.

Local goods or produce
60% of stalls were selling goods or produce exclusively made or grown in the Cassowary Coast.
Another 20% had some items for sale that were from the Cassowary Coast. 20% were selling no
goods or produce that come from the Cassowary Coast.

Customers
Half of the stallholders reported selling equally to both tourists and locals while the other half
reported either mostly or predominantly selling to locals.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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It is clear that, apart from Mourilyan, the most frequently attended were the Innisfail and Mission
Beach-Monster markets. None of the stallholders reported attending either the Tully or Kurrimine
Beach markets.

Respondents were also asked to nominate their favourite Cassowary Coast market. The
overwhelming winner was the Mourilyan markets with the main following reasons given:-

 Availability of indoor stalls.
 Ease of set up with tables and chairs provided.
 Well promoted and normally plenty of people.

Thoughts on Mourilyan market - stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

70% of stallholders reported the fees payable as “cheap”, while the other 30% thought they were
“about right”. This would seem to indicate that there may be some scope for the organiser to
increase fees (see Section 4.8.2 above).
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Dealing with Organiser

All stallholders were very happy with their dealings with the organiser and reported communications
to be “excellent”.

Services Provided

The Mourilyan market provides indoor stallholders with tables
and chairs, there is a toilet in the building and an attached café
serving drinks, snacks and light meals.

All stallholders expressed high levels of satisfaction with the
level of services provided.

Improvements

The main improvement that stallholders wanted to see was related to promotion and attracting
other stallholders. In particular there was a wish to see fresh fruit and produce for sale at the
market. This is an issue the organisers are already trying to address (see Section 4.8.2 above). There
was a feeling that more advertising and promotion of the market could attract more stallholders and
market goers and that there was a special need to ensure that traffic on the adjacent Bruce Highway
were made aware of the fact that there were many more stalls inside (and therefore out of sight of
passing motorists). One stallholder, who had a site outside, noted that he had seen many people pull
up, see just a few stalls outside, and then pull off again without going inside.

4.8.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire

Location of Market goers
Visitors to the Mourilyan market were predominantly from the local area (58%) with another 17%
from elsewhere in the Cassowary Coast.

25% were visitors to the Region with all of these being from elsewhere in Queensland.

55% of those attending had heard about the market via word of mouth while 36% had seen road
side signage. Further analysis of the data, perhaps surprisingly, shows that most visitors had heard of
the markets via word of mouth rather than road side signage.

Access and Parking
No one identified any issues with regard to access or parking.

Why they are at the Mourilyan market
A quarter of respondents indicated that they attended each of the Mourilyan markets with another
55% attending just occasionally. The remaining 20% were at the Mourilyan market for the first time.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the market. They were able to
give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.
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It is clear the Mourilyan market attracts people primarily to purchase arts & crafts products. This is
not surprising given that fully 12 (out of a total of 22) stalls were selling arts & crafts. 91% of market
goers expressed a particular interest in buying local produce.

36% of market goers reported that they would also be visiting other local shops and cafes on this
particular day (in the case of Mourilyan this would be the onsite café and shop at the Sugar Heritage
Centre); and of those 50% stated that they would not have done so had the market not been on. The
Mourilyan market is a clear attractor for clients of the attached shop and café.

Other markets
Market goers were asked whether they also attended other Cassowary Coast markets. The most
frequently attended other markets were the Innisfail market (91%) and the Mission Beach-Monster
market (64%). The least frequently attended were the Cardwell, Kurrimine Beach and Garradunga
markets.

When asked to nominate their favourite market there was a fairly even split between Innisfail (36%),
Mission Beach-Monster (27%) and Mourilyan (27%) markets. Asked to explain why they made their
choice the factor of the variety at both the Innisfail and Mission Beach-Monster markets was clear.
The Mourilyan market scored highly for its friendly atmosphere.

Thoughts on Mourilyan market – market goers
Variety

While most (82%) felt that the variety of goods for sale was “good” there was a clear desire to see
more fresh fruit & vegetables on sale.
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Services

The level of services was unanimously reported to be good or very good.

Improvements

Virtually all market goers seemed very happy with the market as it was and could see no need for
any improvements.
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4.9 Tully Market
The Tully market was visited on Saturday 12th May 2012. The weather was overcast and there had
been rain early in the morning. There were a total of just six stalls; according to the organiser this
number has been steadily declining since Cyclone Yasi in February 2011.

The market is held along the lower portion of the town’s
main street, Butler Street, with stalls set up along the
pavement utilising the cover provided by shop awnings.
There are a number of cafes and shops along the street
some of which were open at the time of our visit. Ample
free parking is available on the street or in the nearby
Banyan Plaza carpark.

At 9am there were only approximately six market goers at
the market.

Table 4.9
Tully Stall types Number
Fresh fruit & veg 3
Other fresh produce 1
Prepared food 0
Plants 4
Clothing etc. 0
Arts & crafts 1
Household items 0
Second hand goods 1
Books 0
Candles 1
* will not add to total number of stalls as many stalls sell more than one type of product

4.9.1 Market Details
Contact Tully Gym and Tramp Club

Trevor Rayner 07 4068 2667

trevaray@gmail.com

Market Day/s 2nd and 4th Saturday of every month

Times Open to public 7am to 12pm

Location Butler Street, Tully (Council land)

Approximate number of stalls 6

Stall fees $8

4.9.2 Organisers’ Comments
The Tully market is a street market with stalls selling items that must be either “make your own,
bake your own or grow your own”.
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The market is promoted with the use of road side signage and advertising in local media.

Since Cyclone Yasi in February 2011 the number of stalls at the market has declined and currently
averages only four to six stalls.

Relations with Council
The market is held on the footpath along the lower portion of Butler Street in the centre of town.
The organisers currently pay “$34+” per market which would appear to tally with the existing
Council schedule of fees for markets which specifies $70 (incl. GST) for a market of more than five
stalls with a 50% reduction for “Community or Charitable Organisations” (see Section 6 below).

The organiser notes that this fee schedule is a change from that which they had previously paid
which was just $1 per stall.

At this level of fee, and with just six stalls paying $8 per stall, the organisers are making less than $15
per market.

The organisers are keen to see a return to a lower fee structure in order to maintain the viability of
the market.

The Council sweep the gutters along Butler Street before the market.

Improvements and Future Plans
The organisers made mention of no improvements and future plans other than the issue relating to
Council fees.

4.9.3 Stallholders’ Questionnaire
Given the very low number of stalls present at this market all six stallholders were questioned.

Location of stallholders
Four of the stallholders were from the Tully area with the other two coming from elsewhere in the
Cassowary Coast.

Market attendance
Attendance at the market was varied with even numbers responding that they attended every, most
and occasional Tully markets. All but one stallholder operated only from markets and did not have
fixed premises.

Market access
No one reported any issue with access to the market. There was ample free parking available along
the main street in Tully as well as at the near-by Banyan Plaza.
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Local goods or produce

Five out of the six stallholders reported selling goods or produce that was either all or partially from
the Cassowary Coast. The other was selling fruit & vegetables from the Tablelands.

Customers
Four of the six stalls reported selling predominately to locals while the other two reported an equal
split between locals and tourists.

Other markets
Stallholders were asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended and how often they did
so.
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Amongst these stallholders the most frequently attended markets were Tully and the Mission Beach-
Monster markets with Innisfail and the Mission Beach-Beach markets also figuring strongly. The new
Garradunga and the Kurrimine Beach markets were not mentioned by any stallholder.

Respondents were also asked to nominate their favourite Cassowary Coast market. The winner was
the Mission Beach-Beach markets (50% of votes) with the main following reasons given:-

 Shady, park setting near to beach.
 Plenty of locals and tourists.
 Friendly relaxed “village” atmosphere.

Thoughts on Tully market - stallholders
Stallholders were asked what they thought about the level of fees charged, ease of dealing with
market organisers, the level of services provided and what they would like to see improved.

Fees

All stallholders agreed that the level of fees was “about right”.

Dealing with Organiser

Five out of six stallholders found dealing with the organiser easy and trouble free. Only one reported
some minor issues relating to placement of stalls.
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Services Provided

The Tully market is held in the main street of town and as such there are no services provided by the
market. Public toilets are located on Butler Street, at the transit centre and at Banyan Plaza.

Improvements

Desired improvements all revolved around two central issues. The first was a desire for more
stallholders (and therefore more market goers). It was noted that this issue had been exacerbated
by Cyclone Yasi, since which stallholder numbers had fallen. There was a feeling that more
advertising and promotion of the market could attract more stallholders.

The second issue related to the location of the market. There was
a desire to see the market relocated to a single central location
(such as the Tully Showgrounds or the park near the Golden
Gumboot) to allow for a more “market atmosphere”. With the
few stalls spread along the length of the lower part of Butler
Street there is no real feeling of being at a market.

4.9.4 Market goers’ Questionnaire
Due to the very low turnout at the Tully market on the day we visited only four market goer’s
questionnaires were completed. During our time at the market the maximum number of people at
any one time appeared to be six.

Location of Market goers
All of the market goers were from the Tully area. All had previously been to the market.

Access and Parking
No one reported any problems with access or parking.

Why they are at the Tully market
The respondents were equally split between those who attended every Tully market and those who
attended occasionally.

Market goers were asked what type of things they might be buying at the market. They were able to
give more than one answer and therefore total percentages may add to more than 100%.
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Clearly the purchase of plants is the single most compelling reason for coming to the Tully market.
This is not surprising given that four of the six stalls at the market on this particular day were selling
plants.

All respondents expressed an interest in buying local produce.

75% said that they would be likely to visit other shops and cafes in town and two thirds of these said
that they would not have done so without the market. This would suggest that almost 50% of the
market goers would be visiting businesses which they would not have done without the market.
Despite the low level of turnout to the Tully market its presence is clearly driving at least some
custom to other businesses in the town. With a stronger turnout of market goers this could have a
significant impact on other local businesses.

Other markets
When asked which other Cassowary Coast markets they attended the only other results were the
Mission Beach-Beach and Mission Beach-Monster markets.

The result when asked to nominate their favourite market was an equal split between Tully, Mission
Beach-Beach and Mission Beach-Monster markets.
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Thoughts on Tully market – market goers
Variety

75% thought that variety at the Tully market was either “rather limited” or “poor”, although there
was no clear idea as to what additional products would be desired.

Services

The market has to provide very little in the way of services and there appeared to be no issue with
that situation. The only request was for better toilet facilities; something that would be up to Council
rather than the market organisers to attend to.

Improvements

There was a general desire to see the market return to its former status with many more stalls. Most
people were disappointed to see the Tully market deteriorating and wanted to see more stalls
present.
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4.10 Community Market Audit Summary

4.10.1 Stallholders
The chart below shows the spread of stallholder attendance amongst all of the Cassowary Coast
markets.

We can see that the most frequented market in the Region is the Mission Beach-Monster market
with a total of 56.9% of all stallholders attending the market at some point; the majority of these
attend every market.

49.3% of all stallholders attend the Mission Beach-Beach market with half of these attending every
market.

When asked to nominate their favourite market the clear winner amongst the stallholders was the
Mission Beach-Monster market. Once again the Mission Beach-Beach market is in second place. It is
worth noting that despite being relatively new the Mourilyan market also scored highly.
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The reasons given for naming the Mission Beach-Monster market as their favourite market normally
related to the number of people and stalls that attended. Note was also made of the excellent
organisation and promotion of the event.

The Mission Beach-Beach market was selected as favourite usually because of the “friendly local”
atmosphere, the support it receives from the local community and the number of tourists (in
season) it attracts.

The Mourilyan market was selected as favourite by many because of the availability of indoor space
and the “friendly and efficient management” of the event.

The reasons given for these particular markets’ success should come as no surprise when we
consider that two of the success factors outlined in Section 2 above were “dedicated and
enthusiastic organisers” and “support from the local community”.

4.10.2 Market Goers
Over the entire spread of Cassowary Coast markets over 65.2% of market goers identify as local to
the specific market. Another 26.1% are visitors to the Region. Clearly, the vast majority of market
goers are either tourist visitors or locals attending their own local market.

The number of people living in the Cassowary Coast who travel to visit markets other than their
own local one is very limited.

This would suggest that markets being held on the same day will in fact have very little impact on
the number of attendees at the markets affected.
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The chart above shows us that the vast majority of people visit our community markets to buy
fresh produce (in particular fresh fruit & vegetables). Other data shows us that 86.8% of market
goers expressed an interest particularly in local products. Markets that focus on locally produced
goods (fruit, vegetables, other produce, plants and arts & crafts) will be meeting the bulk of market
goers needs.

Analysis of our results shows that 52.9% of all market goers visited other local businesses on the day
of the market. Of these, 27.8% reported that they would not have done so without the presence of
the market. This equates to a total of 14.7% of all market goers as additional visitors to other
businesses local to the community markets. Overall this results in a very real economic benefit to
other local businesses, although the scale of benefits varies quite significantly from location to
location.

The chart below shows the results when market goers were asked to name their favourite
Cassowary Coast market. As can be seen the Mission Beach-Monster market was the clear winner
with a total of 33.8% of votes cast.
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The overwhelming reason people gave for preferring the Mission Beach-Monster market was the
variety of products available. The Mission Beach-Beach market also scored well with people
particularly liking the beach-side location and the “friendly local” atmosphere. The Innisfail market
scored well with Innisfail locals who liked the fact that it was easy to get to.
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5 Community Consultation
A series of Public Forum meetings were held throughout the latter part of the project. Meetings
were held in Mission Beach, Cardwell, Innisfail and Tully.

These meetings were open to all members of the public and were widely advertised via local media,
community groups, notice boards, social media and websites etc.

The format of the forums was that a brief introductory presentation was made during which the
background to the project was outlined. A few relevant facts regarding the specific local market/s
were also presented in an attempt to stimulate discussion. The bulk of the event was then left open
for discussion of any topics that participants felt relevant. These included issues such as frequency of
markets, type of goods for sale, Council’s role, location of markets and the effect of the markets on
other local businesses.

5.1 Mission Beach Public Forum
The Mission Beach Public Forum was held on the evening of Wednesday July 18th 2012 at the
Mission Beach Resort. A total of 16 people attended the meeting which included market organisers,
stallholders and other interested members of the public.

Following the introduction discussion ranged over a broad range of topics. The main points are
outlined below.

Type of Products
There was some discussion as to whether market organisers should restrict the type of product
available for sale at the markets to only those grown, made or baked locally. While it was accepted
that market goers were generally in favour of purchasing locally made products (and evidence of the
surveys outlined in the Sections above support this contention) it was pointed out by some
participants that this should be driven by consumer demand rather than imposed on stallholders
(i.e. if market goers did not want to buy non-locally produced goods then these stalls would not
succeed at the markets). There was also concern as to how such a policy would be monitored.

Suggestion was made that market stalls and organisers should actively consider the Taste Paradise
initiative19 as a way of positively differentiating locally produced goods.

Location of Tully Market
Many participants were aware of the challenges the Tully market was facing and all were of the
opinion that the market location (along the lower half of Butler Street) was unsuitable. Comments
were made that some shop owners objected to having stalls outside their premises and that this
severely limited the scope for the market.

Market frequency
There was a strong opinion that the Mission Beach-Beach market should be allowed to be staged on
additional Sunday’s (during the tourist season) when the Sunday fell on a Public Holiday weekend.

19 www.tasteparadise.com.au
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There was discussion on the impact that this might have on other markets in the Region which might
be held on the same day. It was felt by many participants that the impact would come from
stallholders deciding to relocate to the (larger) Mission Beach-Beach market rather than smaller
alternatives, rather than from market goers moving from one market to another. This belief is borne
out by the survey data which suggests strongly that market goers tend to be “localised” and only
rarely visit markets outside of their own area.

Concerns about additional Mission Beach-Beach markets clashing with the Kurrimine Beach market
were expressed but the majority opinion was that, while this was unfortunate, the positive impact
would heavily outweigh whatever negative effects might be felt in Kurrimine Beach.

Market “Specialisation”
Comments were made as to whether differentiating markets along specialised product lines (i.e. a
market which strongly specialised in locals arts & crafts) might not remove some of the potential
scheduling conflicts.

Although there was some interest in the idea it was pointed out that for most markets in the Region
the primary reason market goers gave for attending was to purchase fresh fruit & vegetables.
Focussing a market strongly on any other type of product would run the risk of driving away a
significant proportion of existing visitors. Mourilyan market was given as an example of a market
that had specialised, to a degree, with a large number of small scale local crafts stalls and only a little
fresh fruit and vegetable. However, it was also noted that this shortage of fresh produce was a
concern noted by the market organiser, who was making attempts to address it.

Market Facilities
Much comment was made about the lack of adequate facilities at the Mission Beach-Beach market.
In particular participants noted the lack of access to power and water, the poor provision of toilet
facilities (reliance on the facilities at the adjacent Council campground), lack of adequate rubbish
bins and the lack of provision of tables and chairs where people could relax and rest. This latter point
was also relevant at the Mission Beach-Monster markets where the lack of shade was also noted.
Both these issues are currently under consideration by the Mission Beach-Monster market
organisers.

5.2 Cardwell Public Forum
The Cardwell Public Forum was held on the evening of Thursday July 26th 2012 at the Cardwell
Community Hall. A total of 18 people attended the meeting which included market organisers,
stallholders and other interested members of the public.

It was clear that there are significant issues facing the Cardwell markets at present, not least of
which being the forced relocation of the market following Cyclone Yasi in February 2011. There is
real concern that the market is “dying”, although it became clear during the forum that there was a
genuine desire on the part of many to stop that happening. In order to arrest the downward spiral
the market currently faces, of declining market goer numbers precipitating fewer stallholders
attending, there is much work to be done by both the market organisers and the local community.
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Following the introduction discussion ranged over a broad range of topics. The main points are
outlined below.

Location
Since the Cardwell market was moved from its pre-Yasi location on the foreshore there has been
concern about the viability of the present sports ground siting. Many of those present at the
meeting were very keen to see the markets relocated to their old site near the jetty. The present
location is being blamed for a fall in the number of market goers (both locals and tourist through
traffic) and a subsequent decline in market stall numbers.

However, there was also recognition of the advantages that the present site presented; ample
parking, covered areas, facilities and a large amount of open space.

There was also talk of the creation of a “historical precinct” near the old Telegraph Station which
would allow for space for a market.

The group accepted the reality that a move to the old location was at least 12 to 18 months away
and that in the meantime action needed to be taken to ensure the survival of the Cardwell Market at
its present site.

Comment was made about the possibility of using the covered space within the Lions club house to
accommodate indoor stalls as is being done successfully at Mourilyan market.

Local Support
Concern was expressed that since the relocation the level of support from the local population had
waned. The view was expressed that many locals simply “didn’t like” the markets at their new home
and they were therefore staying away.

Signage
Attracting tourist through traffic off the Bruce Highway to the new site was a real concern. The idea
that signage needed to be better placed (well before visitors entered Cardwell, as well as in town)
and also needed to provide information such as how far off the Bruce Highway and the availability of
parking was widely accepted.

Comment was made about the possibility of Council making some signposts available outside of
town where signage could be easily installed each month.

Entertainment
The idea of providing some degree of entertainment (face painting, singers, dancers or vintage cars
etc.) was also discussed. There was concern that any such move would involve expenditure which
the market organisers do not have access to. However, it was generally accepted that something
needed to be done to “kick start” the current market at its new location.

Since this forum the organisers have instigated a low cost car boot initiative for their next (August
2012) market in an attempt to stimulate interest. According to the organiser this initiative resulted in
the August market being the most successful of the year to date.
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Organisational Help
The existing market organisers are acutely aware that they are in need of additional help with the
job of running the markets. While help has been forthcoming in the past there appears to be an
issue of a lack of assistance at the present time.

It was pointed out that a large number of people had attended this forum and that perhaps this was
indicative of a broader desire to see the market succeed and that this interest could be built upon
for longer term help with the organisation.

Timing of the Market
There was a suggestion that the market might start a little later (and finish a little later) during the
winter months in order to make it easier for stallholders to attend from out of town. With the
distances that many stallholders have to travel to get to Cardwell there was a feeling that a later
start would make the task of getting to the market on time a little less onerous.

A later finish might also help to attract market goers who perhaps are less likely to attend early
mornings during the colder, darker winter months.

5.3 Innisfail Public Forum
The Innisfail Public Forum was held on the evening of Wednesday August 1st 2012 at Roscoe’s Piazza
in Innisfail. A total of 15 people attended the meeting which included market organisers, stallholders
and other interested members of the public.

Following the introduction discussion ranged over a broad range of topics. The main points are
outlined below.

Entertainment
The need for entertainment at markets was brought up by participants. The representatives from
the Innisfail Lioness Club stated that they had recently introduced some music performances at the
Innisfail market and this development was welcomed.

“Destinational Markets”
There was some discussion about what made markets such as those in Yungaburra successful
despite a small local demographic. The idea of a “destinational market” was discussed and the issue
of whether any of the Cassowary Coast markets could fit this model of a market succeeding by
becoming a destination in its own right and attracting large numbers of visitors from outside the
local area.

Promotion and Signage
The issue of adequate signage and promotion of markets was discussed. There was acceptance that
limited budgets meant that significant promotion was difficult. Questions were raised about what
support the local radio broadcaster, 4KZ, was providing for the promotion of local markets.

Small versus Large Markets
A broad ranging discussion was held on the situation surrounding some of the Region’s smaller
markets and whether resources should be focused on the larger, and generally more successful,
markets even if that was at the expense of the smaller ones. It was accepted that for some small
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communities the value of their markets were greater than simply an economic equation but it was
felt by many present that resources might be better directed at promoting larger markets and then
assisting with transportation to these markets for people from the smaller communities.

There was consensus that the Mission Beach-Beach market should be encouraged to hold a market
on the 2nd Sunday of each month, despite this clashing with the present Kurrimine Beach market on
the same day.

Timing of Markets
Discussion took place about the possibility of holding markets at different times of the day (for
instance in the afternoon or evening) in different locations on the same day. With many stallholders
travelling from Cairns and the Tablelands there was a suggestion that by providing two opportunities
in the one day (e.g. a morning market in Innisfail and then a night market in Kurrimine Beach on the
same day) the smaller markets might be able to “piggy-back” on the larger markets pulling power.
There was understanding that night markets could be difficult to organise since they required access
to power for lighting etc.

Information
There was agreement that the level of information available regarding markets in the Region was
poor. Suggestions were made that this was in part due to organisers of markets (and other events)
not being forthcoming in passing information regarding their events to those who might be able to
assist with spreading that information (e.g. local Visitor Information Centres etc.). Many participants
noted the availability and value of social media and internet based options for the spreading of
information.

Undercover Space
Comment was made about the lack of undercover and seating areas at the Innisfail market and how
successfully these were utilised, where available, at other markets. The need for shelter from either
rain or sun and the possibility to sit and rest (perhaps whilst having something to eat or drink) was
stressed as a vital component of a successful market.

Professional Help
Suggestion was made that any funds available, either now or in the future, for help with the
promotion of community markets would be well spent on the provision of some expert marketing
and organisational help to the community groups that run markets. It was acknowledged that many
such groups have little business expertise and that assistance in such areas would greatly enhance
the likelihood of their markets’ continued success.

Regulation
Concerns were raised, in particular regarding the Feast of the Senses market, that the requirement
for expensive public liability insurance, permits and licences made attendance at this market
impossible to justify for many stallholders who only attend the market annually.
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5.4 Tully Public Forum
The Tully Public Forum was held on the evening of Wednesday August 8th 2012 at the Heritage Café,
Tully. Unfortunately, despite the meeting being widely publicised as the other Public Forum
meetings were, there were no attendees on the night.

This demonstrated lack of interest in their local market is perhaps one of the drivers behind the very
low level of market stallholders at the Tully markets, and the subsequent poor turn out from market
goers.

It is unfortunate that the market arguably in need of the most assistance at this stage is the one
where there appears to be the least interest in keeping the market alive.

5.5 Business Group Consultations
Throughout the course of the project a series of meetings were held with local business groups.
These included Mission Beach Business & Tourism, Tully Chamber of Commerce, Cassowary Coast
Business Women’s Network and Innisfail Chamber of Commerce. The purpose of these meetings was
to both inform the business communities of the aims of the project and to elicit their thoughts and
comments regarding their own local markets.

At all of the meetings the overwhelming response from the business community was very supportive
of their markets. There was appreciation of the economic value of the markets and the cultural value
to both locals and tourists.

There were a few specific issues that were raised which are worth noting individually.

 Local markets can, and have, acted as “nurseries” for small local producers/sellers.
 Local business groups are aware of the difficulty of effectively managing markets and in

some cases expressed interest in getting involved or assisting in that role.
 Promotion of markets will have tangible economic benefits for local business.
 Concern was expressed that there was a degree of inconsistency in the fees charged to

market organisers.
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6 Existing Council Policy
The policy with which CCRC manages community markets is largely determined by a set of legal
obligations imposed upon them, with additional policy decisions made by Council relating to the fees
they will charge market organisers when utilising Council controlled land.

Legal obligations for food stalls are laid out in the Food Act 200620. The Act requires that food
licensees comply with the Food Safety Standards 3.1.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

Stalls selling unpackaged foods require a Food Licence from Council. These cost $55 (single market)
or $220 (for more than four markets) for any “high risk” activities and $27.50/$110 for “low risk”.
Low risk is identified as being for “taste testing only”. These fees may be waived for community
organisations following application in writing to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).

Stall design information must be provided and this must include evidence that all staff at the stall
have been “provided with Food Safety and Hygiene Skills and Knowledge commensurate with their
duties”.

See Appendix Two for the Application Form for Temporary Food Premises Licence.

In addition Council require that such stalls also have public liability insurance cover for $20 million.

Council currently has a policy in place for the scale of fees payable by market organisers for markets
on Council controlled land. These are given as:-

Table 6
Council Fees Fee GST Total
<5 stalls 33.64 3.36 37.00
5 to 30 stalls 63.64 6.36 70.00
30 to 100 stalls 90.91 9.09 100.00
>100 stalls 127.27 12.73 140.00
There is a cleaning bond of $200 also payable

Community and charitable organisations are required to pay 50% of the scheduled fees on approval
by the CEO.

These fees are legislated for in the Local Government Act 200921, Section 97 (paragraph 2a) which
permits a local authority to set a cost-recovery fee for “an application for the issue or renewal of a
licence, permit, registration or other approval under a Local Government Act”.

It would appear from our discussions with market organisers that these fees are applied in only a
few cases and in many cases are waived altogether.

Of the nine regularly occurring community markets currently in operation within the Cassowary
Coast only two of them (Mourilyan and Garradunga) are held on privately owned land. However,
only two (Tully and Mission Beach-Beach) pay any fees to Council for operating on Council controlled
land. It is unclear as to why the Tully market is targeted for the payment of fees (albeit reduced fees)

20 Queensland Govt., Food Act 2006, reprinted as in force on Nov. 24th 2011
21 Queensland Govt., Local Government Act 2009, reprinted as in force on Mar. 2nd 2012
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when other community markets managed and run by community groups are exempted altogether.
During the course of this project this anomaly regarding the Tully market was brought to the
attention of Council.
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7 Cassowary Coast Markets Internet Marketing
One of the most important information sources nowadays is the internet. Locals and tourists alike
will conduct searches on the internet to find information relating to places and events. In order to
judge the success with which the Cassowary Coast markets in general, and individual markets
themselves are utilising this resource we searched on Google for the individual markets (e.g.
Cardwell market) and the Cassowary Coast markets in general (e.g. cassowary coast markets).

The resulting relevant found pages (taken from the first two pages of Google results) with
comments relating to them are set out below22.

Table 7.11
Internet Search
Results
Search Term

Highest Ranked Pages Comments

Cardwell
market

http://www.informationcentres.com.au/information/tropical-
north-queensland/cassowary-coast/cassowary-coast-
markets.html

http://www.cairnsunlimited.com/shopping.htm

http://www.cassowarycoast.qld.gov.au/web/guest/local-events

Info on location
out of date

Incorrect location

Accurate info
Feast of the
Senses market

http://www.feastofthesenses.com.au/content/

http://cassowaryconnect.com/events/feast-of-the-senses-
market-day-extravaganza/

Accurate info

Accurate info

Garradunga
market

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Garradunga-
Hotel/223855187649096

Garradunga Hotel
Facebook page

Innisfail market http://www.informationcentres.com.au/information/tropical-
north-queensland/cassowary-coast/cassowary-coast-
markets.html

http://www.australiantropicalfoods.com/index.php/markets/

Accurate info

Accurate info

Kurrimine
Beach market

http://www.informationcentres.com.au/information/tropical-
north-queensland/cassowary-coast/cassowary-coast-
markets.html

http://www.localdirectories.com.au/Ingham,QLD/Kurrimine-
Beach-Markets/profile/cdFF

http://www.tnqcalendar.com.au/events_site.php?searchname
M=48

http://www.getawaycairns.com.au/cairns-area-markets/

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info
Mission Beach
Beach market

http://www.missionbeachtourism.com/events.php

http://www.cairnsunlimited.com/cassowary_missionbeach.htm

Accurate info

Incorrect info re
dates

22 Searches conducted on June 1st 2012. Results may change on a daily basis and are indicative only.
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Table 7.11
Internet Search
Results
Search Term

Highest Ranked Pages Comments

http://www.cairnsgreatbarrierreef.org.au/places/mission-
beach/

http://www.mission-beach-
accommodation.com.au/content/mission-beach-
attractions.html

Accurate info

Accurate info

Mission Beach
Monster
market

http://original.cassowaryconnect.com/events/?view=182

http://www.missionbeachtourism.com/blog/2011/07/11/the-
monster-markets-at-mission-beach/

http://www.missionbeachtourism.com/events.php

http://www.marketscentral.com.au/market/mission-beach-
markets

http://www.mission-beach-
accommodation.com.au/content/mission-beach-
attractions.html

http://www.daleysfruit.com.au/forum/mission-beach-monster-
markets/

http://www.localdirectories.com.au/Ingham,QLD/Mission-
Beach-Monster-Market/profile/grrw

http://www.cairnsunlimited.com/cassowary_missionbeach.htm

http://www.informationcentres.com.au/information/tropical-
north-queensland/cassowary-coast/cassowary-coast-
markets.html

http://cairns.localnote.com.au/events/10492-mission-beach-
monster-markets

http://www.bcl.com.au/northqueensland/wotson/markets.htm

http://www.missionbeachtourism.com/blog/category/cassowar
y-coast-attractions/

http://www.cairnsinfo.com/region_guide/index.php?RegionInf
oID=467&RegionSubjectID=80

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info

Forum with
accurate info

Limited but
accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info

Accurate info
although refers to
JSC

Accurate info

Accurate info

Mourilyan
market

http://cassowaryconnect.com/events/mourilyan-markets-2012-
03-11/

Accurate info
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Table 7.11
Internet Search
Results
Search Term

Highest Ranked Pages Comments

http://cairns.localnote.com.au/events/10502-mourilyan-
markets-mourilyan

http://www.cassowarycoast.qld.gov.au/web/guest/local-events

Accurate info

Accurate info

Tully market http://www.cairnsunlimited.com/shopping.htm

http://www.tullybandb.com.au/ViewContent-rural-life

http://parentingcompanion.com.au/Regular-Events.43.0.html

Accurate info

Accurate info

Incorrect location

Cassowary
Coast markets

http://www.informationcentres.com.au/information/tropical-
north-queensland/cassowary-coast/cassowary-coast-
markets.html

http://www.cassowarycoast.qld.gov.au/web/guest/local-events

http://www.conus.com.au/markets

http://www.localdirectories.com.au/Cassowary-
Coast,QLD/Markets/list

http://www.australiantropicalfoods.com/index.php/markets/

http://www.thinktnq.com.au/cassowary-coast/markets-
cassowary-coast

Some inaccurate
info

Mostly accurate
although no
mention of MB
Beach or
Garradunga. E
Palmerston still
listed
Page related to
this project

Lists only some
markets

Innisfail and MB
only
No info

What this exercise has clearly demonstrated is that the most successful markets in terms of numbers
of stallholders and market goers would appear to be those that are using the resource of the
internet in the most efficient manner.

In particular, the Mission Beach-Monster Market achieves a total of 13 mentions within the first two
pages of a Google search; all the information provided in those results was accurate and up-to-date.

The information relating to Cassowary Coast markets in general is very limited and in many cases
either inaccurate or incomplete. Indeed, the only website that did not contain inaccurate
information was the webpage relating to this project. Even Council’s own markets webpage was
incomplete and inaccurate. This is an area in which Council could easily have a significant and
positive impact on the future promotion of the Region’s community markets.
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The Taste Paradise Network (Tropical North Queensland Regional Food Network23) has a mobile app,
available for both Apple and Android devices, which lists some of the Cassowary Coast markets
(Innisfail, Mission Beach- Beach and Monster) but not all. Linkage with the Taste Paradise Network
and possible accreditation of stalls and markets would present another opportunity for promotion
which is yet to be fully utilised.

23 http://www.tasteparadise.com.au
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8 Recommendations

8.1 Review the fee structure for market organisers on Council controlled
land

The existing Council fee structure is not being applied consistently. Almost all markets on Council
controlled land that are run by community groups are having all fees waived at present; the
exception being the Tully market. For the one market that is being run on a commercial basis
(Mission Beach-Beach) the collection and calculation of the appropriate fee is left to the organiser
and is unmonitored by Council.

The maintenance and policing of the current fee structure will be costing Council more in resources
expended than it will ever recoup in revenue.

We recommend that Council introduce an annual “market organiser registration” fee which would
permit the registered organiser to hold markets (on agreed dates) on permitted Council controlled
land. At the discretion of the CEO this annual fee would be waived for all community and not-for-
profit organisers in recognition of the community value they are providing. The fee would be a single
standard rate with no variation for number of stalls and would therefore not require ongoing
monitoring by Council. Removing the variation for stall numbers would also act as an incentive to
organisers to ensure as many stalls as possible rather than the current scheme which penalises
organisers when moving from one bracket to another (i.e. the 31st stall incurs a marginal cost of
$30).

In applying for the registration all organisers would need to agree to adhere to such requirements as
Council sees fit to impose; e.g. regarding the need for adequate public liability insurance, maximum
number of stalls on a particular site and all requirements under the Food Act to be met etc.

8.2 Review of current internet based information on markets
The internet is a vital source of information for locals and tourists alike and in many cases when it
comes to events in the Region the Council website will be one of the first places people visit. It is
therefore vital that information on the website is accurate and up-to-date.

The information contained within this report will be sufficient for an initial update of all Council
information sources on markets but we recommend that a regular review process be instigated to
ensure information remains current.

8.3 Creation of an information booklet for market organisers and
stallholders

We suggest that all of Council’s information regarding requirements for both organisers and
stallholders be formulated into a single source document (with references to additional information
sources where required). This document should then be made freely available, both in hard copy
and in electronic format, at Council offices and on the Council website.

During the audit and visits to markets it was clear that ‘Culturally and Linguistically Diverse’ (CALD)
communities are well represented and integrated into the Region’s market communities. Therefore
we recommend that Council ensure that all information made available to organisers and
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stallholders is in a form that is readily accessible to these CALD communities. However, Indigenous
communities were poorly represented and we therefore recommend that Council make every effort
to ensure that these communities are made fully aware of all community market opportunities.

8.4 Review of situation with regard to current organisers
Enthusiastic and committed organisation is a prerequisite for a successful market. With this in mind,
we recommend that Council approach all current market organisers (where the market is held on
Council controlled land) to determine whether they are willing and able to continue to carry out this
role. If there are situations where a change of organiser might be required, Council can take a lead
role in assisting to source a new organiser or organising group.

Particular focus should be made on potential partnership arrangements which may offer benefits to
organisers and local communities. There are many local groups which have expressed interest in
assisting with the organisation and promotion of local markets and these options need to be
considered. Council may wish to advertise for expressions of interest in partnership arrangements
where existing organisers would benefit from such support.

8.5 Exploration of funding opportunities
Given the vital role that markets play in the community and the economic value they bring to a
region, it is possible that there is (or will be in the future) funding available from both State and
Federal level to assist in the promotion of markets.

Although funding for individual markets may be the responsibility of the individual organisers, we
recommend that Council take a lead in exploring the possibility of funding for the promotion of the
Region’s markets in general. There are many forms this promotion might take such as a dedicated
website for Cassowary Coast markets, uniform branded signage, promotional flyers for visitor
centres or the provision of some professional marketing and organisational help etc. All such
initiatives are likely to be beyond the financial scope of any individual market organiser.

8.6 Consider relocation of Cardwell market
We recommend that Council urgently consults with all relevant stakeholders in Cardwell to
determine whether the best location for the market is the foreshore, once rectification works have
been completed.

Consideration should be given in any planning decisions to allow for the relocation of the market
onto a site on the foreshore (if that is determined to be the optimal location) which would allow for
adequate and safe car parking, space for stalls, access to water and power and public amenities.

8.7 Consider the opportunity offered by Taste Paradise
The Taste Paradise initiative24 offers an opportunity for market organisers and stallholders to
associate themselves with a strong brand image which clearly identifies produce as locally produced
in the Tropical North Queensland area. Given the strong desire of a large majority of market goers to
buy local produce any such effort is likely to have heavily positive effects for both stallholders and
market organisers alike.

24 www.tasteparadise.com.au
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We recommend that Council work with Taste Paradise to explore these opportunities and to assist
market organisers and stallholders to take full advantage of them.

8.8 Promote communication between markets
In order to assist with the creation of collaborative networks amongst market organisers (both
current and future) we recommend that Council hold an annual Market Organisers Workshop where
ideas for market promotion, details of any new legislation, collaborative ventures etc. (as have been
outlined in this report) can be discussed in a facilitated forum. The workshop would be an ideal
venue for Council to connect with organisers to address any issues first hand but would also allow
organisers to share ideas with their peers. Attendance at the workshop could be made a compulsory
part of the annual market organiser registration process outlined above (see 8.1).

8.9 Assist market organisers with public liability insurance and
regulatory requirements

We suggest that Council look into the various options that are available for market organisers with
regard to public liability insurance (PLI) and assist organisers to understand the options that they
have. In many cases it would appear that organisers and stallholders are both taking out PLI where
this may not be necessary. It may be possible for stallholders to be covered under the organiser’s
insurance (for a fee) or even for organisers to be covered under Council’s policy (for a fee).

Advice from Council on PLI and other regulatory issues (such as requirements under the Food Act
2006) would greatly assist organisers to better understand their options and potentially alleviate
some of, what may be, doubling-up of insurance requirements. This information could be
incorporated into the information booklet and Market Organisers Workshop suggested in 8.3 and
8.8 above.

8.10 Liaise with Innisfail Lioness Club
We recommend that Council make immediate contact with the Innisfail Lioness Club to address the
requested improvements in ANZAC Park, Innisfail. These include considering the issue of additional
permanent vehicle access points and re-marking stall sites.

8.11 Liaise with the organiser of the Mission Beach-Beach market
We suggest that Council make contact with Ken Campbell (contact details are included in Section
4.6.1 above) to address the issues at the Mission Beach-Beach market with regard to power, water
and waste.

8.12 Council Asset Management Plans
We recommend that whenever the Council Asset Management Plans of land used by, adjacent to or
depended upon by markets (e.g. Council Caravan Park in Mission Beach and ANZAC Park in Innisfail)
are reviewed, due consideration be given to the facilities and resources required by the relevant
market.
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APPENDIX ONE

Feast of the Senses Stallholders Terms and Conditions 2011
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APPENDIX TWO

CCRC Application Form for Temporary Food Premises Licence
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